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Proposed Constitution Meets
Ratification Snags

Pre-registration culminated an hectic week, as most students wteed
to arrange schedules.
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College Acceptees
Visit Campus
by Alan Levine
For a week and a half high
school seniors, prospective
members of Trinity's Class of 1982,
visited the college to get a glimpse
of what college life is really like.
Along with parents and siblings,
they spread out over the entire
campus, sitting in selected classes,
speaking to sutdents, faculty and
administrators, peering at dorm
rooms, the library and labs and
even sampling SAGA's fare at
Mather. This program, inaugurated
this year, was considered a success
by the admissions officers as well
as the students.
The idea of "Visitation Days"
was conceived by Assistant Dean
of the faculty Jack Waggett and
Susie Haberlandt, who works parttime in the admissions office. In the

Concert
Reslated
Yes, folks, the Pure Prairie
League - Pousette Dart Band
Concert is coming!
The date is Friday, May 5, in
Unit A of the Ferris Athletic
Center. Tickets will be on sale
this week in Mather Campus
Center, at $5.00 apiece.
The concert which is open to
the Trinity community and
friends, will begin at 8:00 p.m.

by Barbara Grossman
Denial of SGPB's budget appeal, and initial amendment of the
proposed SGA constitution
occupied the student government
during last week's meeting. Further
constitutional amendments will be
considered this week.
Expansion and Inflation
SGPB,
represented
by
President Ken Feinswog and
member Michael Siraco, appealed
Budget's Committee's decision to
sut $2000 from their proposed
lecture budget. The Planning
Board had asked for $7680 for their
lecture budget; Budget Committee
granted tham only $5680.
According to Siraco, Planning
Board had hoped to hold four
major lectures next year, two at
$2500 and two at $2000. He noted
that a "big name" lecturer can
often cost over $3000. This, he
asserted, Budget Committee's
allotment would be insufficient
even if only three lectures were
held. He cited inflation as an
additional reason to grant SGPB
their request.
Feinswog added, "Many people
have raised the point that not
everyone is interested in 'beer and
boogie". We'd like to do other
things as well."
The Cupboard !s Bare
omfluitee Chairman

past, the seniors would come
individually to the college
throughout the spring.
This visitation program, more
organized than in the past, allows
the admissions office to coordinate
its efforts more effectively and is
viewed as more beneficial to the
students.
To allow the students to find
out about the academic areas in
which they held particular interest,
three of the seven days stressed the
social sciences, two emphasized
the sciences and the remaining two
focused on the arts and humanities.
Each morning, the applicants
were greeted at an introductory
session at Austin Arts Center. They
were provided with a schedule of
suggested classes to visit; it was
recommended that each student
visit two classes. The suggested
classes included at least one or two
in each department.
by Gary Abramson
For those who wished to see a
Experience the cultures of close
class not included on the list,
to fifty nations in just two days?
special arrangements were often
This ambitious endeavor was
worked out. Harriet Smith, an
accomplished by many of the"
admissions officer, commented,
students, faculty and ad"Professors have been great about
ministration of Trinity last Tuesday
it."
and Wednesday in the Washingtdn
At lunchtime, representatives Room.
of admissions, the financial aid
Under flags from 28 nations,
office, career counseling, student
one could find live folk dancing,
services, the women's center, the
sample wines, cheeses, meats,
housing office WRTC and other
cookies, coffees and teas from the
aspects of campus life were present
world over, watch films-of nearly
to answer questions. Guided tours, 40 countries, and examine
led by a wide variety of selected
(sometimes buv> clothing, jewelry,
Trinity students were also offered. arts and crafts from many foreign
cont. on p. 2
lands. .

Alan Levine pointed out that
SGPB's budget has gone up in two
other categories. He also noted
that this year's budget is extremely
limited. He maintained that next
year's contingency fund is already
too low, and that further cuts
cannot be contemplated.
A contingency fund is set aside
annually, so that Budget Committee can give money to
organizations during the school
year. In 1977-78, $11,000 was
taken from contingency. Next year,
the total contingency fund will be
only $8000.
Thus, if Planning Board's
request was to be granted using
existing funds, only two courses of
action would be open to Budget
Committee. The first would be to.
take $2000 from contingency,
reducing reserves to only $6000.
The other would be to alter the
proposed budget, which has not yet
been ratified, taking money away
from other groups, and giving it to
Planning Board.
Feinswog then suggested an
alternate source of funds. He asked
SGA to raise the student activities
fee. He commented, "With a $450
raise in tuition, a $4 or $5 increase
will hardly be noticed."
Whose Headaches?
Levine said that Budget
<_ oiiuniitee dad v-onsidercil a raise

in the fee, but had rejected it
because the Treasurer's office has
already sent out the bills for next
year. He added that the fee had just
been raised $6 last year, and that "it
would be adding insult to injury to
raise it when everything else is
going up."
Feinswog
countered by
claiming that "SGA shouldn't think
about the headaches down at the
Treasurer's office in considering
this appeal." He added, "The
administration has made things
tough for us. They have a lot of
audacity sending out the bills
before we have made our
decision."
Feinswog's suggestion was not
viewed favorably by the government, which defeated the appeal
12-5, with a large number of abstentions.
Our Only Chance
The government then turned to
the amendment of the proposed
new constitution. The new
government structure is meant to
make SGA a more representative
and responsive organization.
It is also meant to decrease the
autonomy of the Planning Board
and Budget Committee, and thus
avoid crises like the Klein affair
and the recent difficulties over the
Pure Prairie League Concert.
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Intl Exhibit Draws Students
The first annual International
Exhibition was due to the efforts of
the Trinity International ZCIub, a
group of approximately 25 students
who earlier this semester brought
the international dinner to Trinity.
In less than a week, according to
Coordinator of the event Peter
Bielak, T.I.C., with aid from La
Voz Latina and AIESEC, amassed
the wide range of material fo the
exhibition and organized the twoday program.
Opening on Tuesday with introductions by Mayor Athanson,
Dean of Students David Winer, and
Assistant Dean of Students

Mohammed Jibrell, the exhibition
• was supported for its -contribution
to international understanding.
Athanson spoke of the need for
better knowledge of relations
between foreign nations.
Nations represented in some
form at the exhibition included
Mexico, Peru, Japan, Malaysia,
Thailand, Puerto Rico, Venezuela,
Italy,
Lesotho,
Botswana,
Swaziland, Republic of South
Africa, Mali, Somalis, Ecuador,
Greece, Turkey, the Soviet Union,
Colombia, Vietnam, China, Korea,
Hong Kong, Denmark, and
Sweden.

Seniors Investigate College

President Lockwood gestures while trying to come to terms with the
difficulties of formulating a philosophy of education. He spoke
before a gathering of philosophy students and faculty last Thursday
at 70 Yemon Street.

cont. from p. 1
Smith mentioned with some
surprise that many of the students
were just seeing the school for the
first time. She also marvelled that
the students' reaction to their
lunches in the dining room were
quite favorable.
The afternoons for the visitors
were full of activity also. First, the
applicants were welcome to attend
undergraduate panel discussions,
organized by Amanda Brown 78.
At each discussion session, three
students from different departments, usually President's Fellows,
discussed and answered questions
about campus life and academic
offerings. Smith said they tried "to
make sure there are no administrators and no faculty around,
so they can ask 'student
questions.'"
Later in the afternoon, there
were departmental open houses
and dormitory receptions. Faculty
members from departments in each
day's concentration area were
available to show their facilities
and discuss their departments.
Informal receptions were held in
various dormitories.
The raction of the visiting
seniors was largely positive. Heidi

Strom, whose brother, Henry, is a
sophomore, hoped to visit an art
class and the International
Exhibition. She thought the
program was a good idea and,
when asked whether she would be
coming to Trinity in the fall, she
enthusiastically replied, "Sure."
She had praise for the whole idea
except that, "The only thing bad
for me is that I'm supposed to be in
school."
She said that Ithaca College did
sponsor a weekend visit for
prospective students and their
parents, but did not encourage it as
Trinity did.
Peter Phillips, from Hartford,
had visited physics and math
classes and felt his visit would help
him make his final decision. He
commented that other schools
have had their students phone
prospective students to answer
questions and encourage them to
enroll, but the Visitation Day was
more effective than a phone call.
Over lunch, John McAllister of
Pittsburgh said his visit, "gave me
an idea of what kind of work I can
expect." His parents , Dr. and Mrs.
McAllister, praised the program,
saying they had gotten an idea of

the sort of teaching at the college
and also said that eating in the
dining room was a good approach.
McAllister seemed to feel that he
would like to attend in the fall.
Harriet Smith expected ap.
proximately 400 students to visit
during the seven day period,
coming from as far away as
Washington, D.C. and Minnesota.
Of those who applied, 1370 were
accepted. W . Howie Muir,
Director of Admissions, said 450480 were epected to enroll.
Typically, an entering class has
bout 460-65. However due to the
success of this program and other
factors, more than that number
could conceivably decide on
Trinity.
Muir said the Visitation Days
had helped "tremendously."
Judging largely on the remarks of
those who had visited, he felt that,
"It made a difference." Trinity
students, he said, were quite
responsive to the visitors. Smith
also felt that most people were
pleased by what they saw. She said,
"We feel really great when people
come in handing in their cards(of
intention to enroll) for next year,"

Watkinson Exhibit Probes Renaissance
by Barbara Grossman

writing materials remained expensive. The 15th century
The Watkinson Library's final publisher Aldus Manutius, who
exhibit in the Trumbull Room, issued the first inexpensive "pocket
"Printing and Classical Scholarship editions" of classical authors, used
in the Renaissance," is designed to a different kind of type-face to save .
show the influence of humanist space. Rather than return to
scholarship on the development of Gothic script, he printed entire
modern type-styles. The detailed books in Italic type. In our own
catalogue, written by Curator day, italics are used sparingly in
Jeffrey Kaimowitz, relates the Roman type, but modern texts of
history of Roman and Greek type classical Greek authors still use an
from, 14th century Italy .to 16th Italic Greek type almost excentury France.
clusively.
Even before the invention of
The eighty-one books on
movable typs in 1454, the Italian
display
at the Watkinson are taken
poet Petrarch (1304-1374) became
largely
from
the library's Trumbullinterested in different forms of
script. Petrarch collected many 9th
and 10th century manuscripts
which were written in a much
clearer hand than the Gothic script
used in his own day.
Trinity College has been
Humanist script, like the awarded 5150,000 by The Pew
Carolingian miniscule that it is Memorial Trust in support of a
derived from, is straight up and major building expansion of the
down, with • plenty of space bet- College Library, The grant is the
ween the letters and lines of writing second given by The Pew
or type. In contrast, Gothic script Memorial Trust of Philadelphia for
is small and cramped.
the Library project. A $100,000 gift
Of course, most Gothic scribes was received by Trinity in 1976.
used costly parchment, and
Commenting on the grant,
therefore had to conserve space Trinity President Theodore D.
when they wrote. But even with the Lockwood said, "An expanded
reintroduction of paper to Europe,

Gift Awarded

Quad Day!
Saturday is Quad Day! Weather permitting, WRTC
will broadcast live from the Quad all afternoon. Disc
jockies will be playing Trinity's top 100 songs and
awarding gift albums. To enter the contest and to
submit your favorite tunes fill out the form below. Turn
In your entries at Mather Front Desk.

Favorite Album

Favorite Song _

Favorite' artist

Prime collection of incunabula
(15th century) and early 16th
century
books.
Several
manuscripts are also being shown.
The exhibit includes books
written by famous humanists such
as Boccacio, Valla, and Erasmus.
Many classical authors are
represented, and some of the
Aldine pocket editions mentioned
above can be seen.
Despite experiments with new
kinds of type-face, the work of
medieval scribes long jremained a
model for books. This was
especially true in Northern Europe,
where Gothic type was used

throughout the 16th century. In
many of the books on display, the
initial letters of chapters or pages
are elaborately drawn, as in
medieval manuscripts.
Other books are profusely
illustrated with woodcuts, either on
the title page or as borders.
Another type of border can be
seen in works such as Cicero's
Epistulae ad Famillares [Letters to
Friends, exhibit 16.) Here the text
is printed in the middle of the page,
and the. commentary* printed in red
and black, is arranged to form a
border around it.
A few bi-lingual books are also

on display. Exhibit 72 is one of the
earliest French-Latin dictionaries
in print. Classics students will be
interested in the dual-language
texts, ancestors of the much-loved
Loeb Classical Library. However,
they should be warned that the
Watkinson's books are Greek texts
with Latin translations.
The exhibit will be on display
until May 15, or until the
Watkinson must close the
Trumbull room and move to new
quarters in the library additioh.
The Trumbull Room is open
Monday - Friday, 9:15-4:30 and on
Sundays from 2-6.

Campus Notes
Library is essential for Trinity's
future strength and will benefit the
public as well as our students and
faculty.
By enlarging the Library we will
be making more space available for
the Watkinson Library, the outstanding public reference library
the College maintains. Thus we are
extremely grateful for this second
Sift from The Pew Memorial Trust
in support of the Library addition.
It expresses great confidence in the
College." .
Construction of the Library
addition began in September 1977
and is scheduled to be completed
by December 1978 with relocation
of offices planned for early 1979.
The Library's five-story addition
will increase its size by 44,000
square feet and student seating by
fifty percent as well as provide
shelving for 250,000 additional
volumes.
The Trinity College Library
now contains approximately
570,000 volumes and acquires
ie TRINITY TRIPOD, Vol.
76, Issue 24, May 2, 1978.
|The TRIPOD
is published
eekly on Tuesdays, except
vacations,
during'
tne'
! academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;.
•'other subscriptions are $12.00
per year. The TRIPOD is.
'.. printed by the Palmer Journal
Register, Palmer, Mass., and:
published at Trinity College,
Hartford, Connecticut, under
the Act of March 3, 1879.;
i Advertising rates are $2.10 percolumn inch, $37 per quarter
; page, $72 per half page, and
;$128 for a full-page.

Professor in the Department of
Psychiatry at UConn Medical
School; Research Professor of
Psychology at the University of
Hartford; and as Professor of
Bioengineering at Trinity.
Prior to 1962, Stroebel served
as Acting Director of the
Psychiatry Research Laboratories
at the University of Minnesota
Medical School and as Lecturer in
the Graduate School, Department
Trustee J.A. Van Sant '52 was of Psychology, University of
elected president and chief Minnesota.
executive officer of General Steel
Industrials, Inc. on April 20. Van
Sant has been president and chief
The results of the Student Book
operating officer since 1973.
Collectors Contest, sponsored by
He is serving a six year term as the Trinity College Library
an Alumni Trustee. Van Sant has Associates have been announced.
also attended the University of The contest, which is held in
London, he received an MA. in memory of Dr. Jerome P. WebEnglish
from
Washington ster/10, awarded its first prize of
University in St. Louis in 1957, and $150.00 to Thomas Markins, an
an M.BA. from Harvard Business JDP student, for his collection
School's Advanced Management concerning the Theological inProgram in 1965.
terpretation of evolution. James
Cropsey, '79, won the second prize
of $100.00 for his entry, the
Dr. Charles F. Strobel, director fictional genre of "Sword and
of the Psychophysiology Clinic and Sorcery." The third prize of $50.00
Laboratory of the Institute of went to Steven Roberts, '78 for his
Living since 1962, will give a talk in collection on the technique and
the McCook Auditorium at Trinity history of photography. Ralph
College at 8:15 p.m. on Wed- Emerick, Trinity Librarian, will
nesday, May 10, on "Chemical and award the prizes at Honors Day
Cybernetic Modification of Ab- ceremonies.
••'
normal Behavior."
The presentation will be a
popular overview of the drug and
The annual Honors Day
biofeedback
approaches to ceremony will be held'at 1:30 p.m.
modifying abnormal behaviors. on Wednesday, 10 May. This is a
The talk which is sponsored by day when many prizes and other
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research awards are presented to the student
Society of North America, Hart- body by various departments.
ford Chapter, is open to the public.
Most of the prizes are described
Stroebel holds adjunct ap- on pages 233ff of the Catalogue.
pointments as Lecturer, Depart- Students interested in any awards
appropriate
ment of Psychiatry, Yale should contact
University •Sfeho®!•••ot .Medicine; department or faculty members
th'aV are indicated/ ' -r-'"--' '••'''"'"'

about 10,000 new books each year.
The Pew Memorial Trust, one
of several charitable trusts
established by the Pew family of
Pennsylvania, was created in 1948
in memory of Joseph N. Pew,
founder of the Sun Oil Company,
and his wife, Mary Anderson Pew.

Trustee Promoted

Prizes Awarded

Strozbel Lecture

Honors Day
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SGA Revises Slowly

The amendment process was
slower than expected, in part
because an informal group of
students, who claimed to have
"gone over the Constitution with a
fine tooth comb," questioned much
of the wording.
According
to
Michael
Freedman '81, who acted as an
unofficial spokesman for the
group, the students were not trying
to be obstructive. In an interview
the following day, he said, "This is
our only chance to help form a new
government, and we want it to be
as strong as possible. The proposed
Constitution is good, but it isn't
good enough. We want to eliminate
all obstacles to communication
between SGA and students."
A Bill of Rights?
Many of the questions raised by
the group stemmed from a fear that
SGA will not be sufficiently
responsive to student wishes. For
example, Article II, section 2 (now
amended to be section 3) concludes: "The SGA also shall act
upon student opinions in that
manner which the SGA shall deem
advisable."
The students wanted a constitutional guarantee of the
student's right to know the
reasoning behind an SGA decision.
President Seth Price told them
"that is implicit in our section on
meetings being open." (Article X,
section 2).
Freedman was concerned
because the document does not
enumerate student rights within the
government. It does not address
itself to such matters as the right to
petition and the right to recall
representatives.
Peter Bain '81, who wrote the

final draft of the constitution, tried
to assure them that SGA, as the
student government, will listen to
all students. "You are putting SGA
against the students," he said, "but
we're students ourselves. We're
working for the students as their
representatives."
Vice-President
Tami
Voudouris, who chaired the
Constitution Committee, added,
"By enumerating student rights, we
would actually be limiting what
students can do."
No formal action will be taken on
the matter until this week.
Another
amendment
was
made in Article in, section I (i),
which
deals
with
SGA's
relationship with other student
organizations. Originally the section stated that "SGA shall have
the power to provide such direction
and/ or management to student
activities as is authorized or
requested by the administration..."
However, a majority agreed
with member Bill Egan, who said,
"We shouldn't have the power to
usurp management of another
organization." The words "and/ or •
management" were officially
deleted.
Steering Board Membershipo
The evening's longest debate
arose over the composition of the
SGA Steering Board. The current
Steering Board consists of the six
SGA officers (President, VicePresident, Secretary, Office
Manager, and the Chairmen of
Planning Board and Budget
Committee.) It is primarily
responsible for drawing up
agendas.
The new Steering Board will be
much more powerful. It is they who

will act as official student Iiasons to
the administration at open, triweekly meetings.
The new Constitution suggests
(Article IV, Sec. 1, a-d) that the
Steering Board be composed of the
SGA president, vice-president, and
three members elected at-large
from the SGA. Many members
were concerned because the heads
of Planning Board and Budget
Committee had been left out.
Bain argued that because the
Steering Board may be called upon
to make emergency decisions, it
should be as small as possible, A
Board of more than five members
could prove unwieldy. He also
noted that subsection (d) permits
SGA to add members to the
Steering Board should it find that
necessary.
Cthers felt that inclusion of
SGPB and SGABC members was
necessary, to insure communication between SGA and its
committees; one of the purported
aims of the government reorganization.
Feinswog further noted that "it
would be rather naive to overlook
Budget Committee and the
Planning Board, in terms of the
power they wield." He suggested
that these two committees be
permitted to choose which of their
members will act as representatives
to the Steering Board, and to take
some of the work load off their
chairmen.
The government then voted to
enlarge the SGA Steering Board to
seven members: the SGA
President, Vice-President, three
members chosen at-large from
SGA and one representative each
from Budget Committee and
Planning Board.

Yale Classics Professor Jerome Poflltt comes face to face
Pericles daring his April 25 lecture on ancient Greek portraiture.

Winer Requests Quiet
Last week, Dean Winer issued a
memo requesting that no dances or
other social events be scheduled
during reading days. It went on to
state that no such events will be
sanctioned by the college and that
the facilities of Mather Campus
Center and other campus buildings
will not be available on May 10, 11
and 12.
According to Winer, he . has
been entertaining the idea of
sending out the memo for about
two months. He did not send out
the memo earlier because he felt

that students would forget about it
by the time of reading days.
Winer says that he will shorten
Pub hours to midnight during
reading days and final exams.
According to Winer, fraternities are expected to behave
maturely during reading days. No
music past 1:00 a.m. or any
activities taking place in the street
or on public property will be
tolerated. He stresses that students
can have fun inside dorms and
fraternity houses with reasonable
noise levels.

Concert Production: A Thorny Path

by Howard Sherman
Big Macs, french fries and thick
shakes would not fuel the burners
of The Jefferson Starship, supply
the "grub" for Pure Prarie League
or satisfy many other major rock
groups and their entourage. Putting
on large scale concerts means
catering to more complicated
tastes.
Although demands vary with
the band's reputation, concert
promoters are forced to deal with a
variety of idiosyncracies. Mick
Fleetwood and his Macs demand
Fleetwood Cadillacs for transportation to and from the concert
site. NRBQ insists on organic
peanut butter at stage-side.
As promoter of this Spring's
Pure Prarie League — PousetteDart Band concert, Trinity College
was asked to supply a variety of
demands.
One hour before concert time,
Pure Prarie League requires one
pint of Boodles Gin, one pint of Tia
Maria, one pint of courvoiser
Cognac, one quart of milk, gallons
of Perrier water, 25 lbs. of clean ice
cubes and assorted fruits, vegetables, and booze.
Dinner, a more complicated
affair, runs the gamut from baby
beef liver to okra. The band's stage
crew is prepared to rough it on
large quantities of Heineken beer
and mountains of cold cuts.
As a rule, student organizers try
to curb these food and drink
requests to meet their limited
budgets. Their success depends on
the agent's consent.
The college was also confronted with more practical
concerns in preparing for the
aborted fieldhouse event. Student
promoters hoped to meet expenses
by selling 2,500 tickets at a cost of
J5.00 for students and $7.50 for
outsiders. It was estimated that 800
students and 1,700 outsiders would
attend. With such a large nonTrinity crowd, security became a
major concern. Students and
administrators wanted to avoid
incidents similar-, ..tp^thpse.,. that.

occurred several years ago in a
large field-house concert, when a
big, unruly crowd made Control
difficult.
For the Spring Fieldhouse
concert the performers* agent
required a five man security team
to guard his stars. From there, door
guards, bathroom guards, Ferris
Athletic Center guards and stage
guards were figured into the
security budget. The total cost of
these student supplied guards was
roughly estimated at $300. Two or
three Trinity security personnel
were also assigned at a cost of $70.$105.
The largest expense was incurred by The Hartford Police
force guards. The initial figure of
six patrolmen and one sergeant was
periodically revised so that by
April 19th, as many as 30 police
were being considered. Plans were
being made to isolate the
fieldhouse from the campus by
stationing guards at entrance gates
and along adjoining roadways.
At $84.50 per officer this force
would have cost the college close
to $5,000., bringing the total
security budget to approximately
$5,500.
The entire operating budget for
the concert was reported by SGPB
Chairman, Ken Feinswog to be
$18,000.
Other considerations added to
.planning problems. Buildings and
Grounds was required to supply
large amounts of power for sound
and lighting. Buildings and
Grounds chief Riel Crandall said
this task was possible with six to
eight hours of electrical work.
To avoid the intermission
bathroom scramble, the college
would have had to provide at least
ten portable restrooms to supplement the existing facilities.
These and other problems have
been important considerations for
concert events throughout Hartford. The 1976 Colt park summer
concert series was cancelled after

brought protests from local
residents.
vd
"Big Time" concert promoters
stand to lose large sums of money
at every turn. A rained-out Colt
Park event cost promoters J8m
Koplik and Shelly Finkel $25,000 in
rentals and salaries. Combined
with food expenses, insurance,
technical costs and security fees,
these promoters dealt with
$200,000. expense figures.
Trinity organizers learned the
problems of producing concerts on
a much smaller but no less complicated scale.
Among other major concerns
was the lack of parking space on
campus to accommodate the
expected 1,700 outside concert

fans. Lots around the athletic
complex were simply too small to
handle that many cars.
College concert promotion is
not an insurmountable task.
Williams College has scheduled the
Pure Prarie League and PousetteDart bands for a May 4 concert to
be held in their 1,000 seat Chapin
Hall auditorium.
Steve Chase, Chairman of the
All College
Entertainment
Committee (ACEC), said that the
concert would cost his college
$11,000. Case attributed this lower
concert budget to a between dates
concert appearance of both groups
and the fact that the event would
be attended primarily by students.
Ticket sales were expected to raise

$6,000. with the remaining costs
being met by the ACEC budget.
Trinity has scaled down its
concert production in an effort to
salvage the spring's music program.
Pure' Prarie League and
Pousette Dart will appear in the
Ferris Gym (Unit A) for an admission charge of $5. The concert
will be open to members of the
Trinity community, students with
I.D.'s and their guests," said
Director of Student Services
Charley McCarthey, in a memo
released last Friday.
Security costs and parking
problems have been minimized by
what is expected to be a smaller
turnout. The SGPB is planning on a
500 to 1,000 attendance figure.

AIESEC Meeting Held
On the weekend of April 21,
three members of AIESEC-Trinity
drove to Brown University to
attend AIESEC's Spring Northeast
Conference. The purpose of the
Conference was to bring together
members of the different local
committees in the Northeast for
exchange of ideas on topics such as
marketing and
fundraising,
newsletters, reception, and
projects and for coordination of
plans for the summer and fall.
By Saturday, April 22, over
seventh people were registered at
the conference. They represented
ten colleges and universities from
Upsala to Harvard to the
University of New Hampshire.
Saturday was the most heavily
scheduled day of the conference.
AIESEC-Trinity members attended two seminars in the morning, a luncheon and panel
discussion in the afternoon, and a
Local Committee President's
meeting in the early evening.
An AIESEC party and dance
after dinner kept them busy for the
rest of the evening.

morning seminar and a regional
meeting to duscuss the strengths
and weaknesses of each committee. During brunch, the
members heard an informal
presentation on International
Banking.
New members Peter Lyons and
Steward Beckwith obtained fresh
ideas and increased knowledge of
AIESEC at the Regional, and they
look forward to a good year. Beckwith plans to edit a newsletter to be
mailed to local business contacts
and all the local committees in the
United States. Lyons will concentrate on increasing the
membership of AIESEC-Trinity
and raising more traineeships for
next summer.
AIESEC-Trinity will have two
foreign interns on the campus this
summer. Jens Pagter Kristensen of
Denmark will be working at
Connecticut Bank and Trust
thanks to the time and efforts of
CBT Vice President David Parmelee.
Thomas Suppainz of Austria
•will intern at Lydall, Inc. thanks to

efforts. Jim McDonald, AIESECTrinity's Reception Officer, is
responsible for the care and entertainment of the interns over the
summer.
In exchange for the two foreign
trainees, two members from '
AIESEC-Trinity will go abroad and
train in a foreign company. Holly
Singer will work in Greece. and
Phyllis St. George will work at the
Federation of Danish Industries in
Copenhagen, Denmark.
AIESEC is the Association
Internationale des Etudiants en•;.-•.
Sciences Economiqties: et Com?
merciales. It is an international
student-managed organization with ;
national headquarters in New York ;
City and local committees on 67
campuses throughout the United
States.
• '.
Students who participate in the
organization gain
practical
management experience and
training and develop leadership
abilities. The corporate structure
of the organization allows ambitious members to move trom the
local level to the national and

Editorial
A Commitment To Involvement
Student newspapers across the country report a sudden rise in
campus activism. Demonstrators at Yale, Princeton, Amherst, and
Stanford, to name but a few, have shown their concern over the
issue of college investments in corporations dealing with South
Africa. Their demands have gotten some results, one of which is an
increase in student activity, and a feeling of meaningful commitment.
While others can applaud this new-found activism, Trinity must
count itself exempt from such praise. Concert mishaps, dorm
ratings, and party curtailment are the issues first in our minds.
Students seem unwilling to commit themselves to involvement in an
active and vocal campus, to accept the unwritten but very real
responsibility that is theirs as part of the city and national scene;
this responsibility calls for students to take part in and to consider
the economic, social and political issues that are raised outside of
our immediate environment. This is part of our contribution to the
society at large.
Iri a letter to the editor this week, a junior taking a semester in
Africa laments his "smothered" education and surroundings at
Trinity. He expresses what many others are beginning to feel:

namely, that realistic and meaningful social education is to be had
only by leaving Trinity for a semester. But this is not necessarily the
case. In fact, our insulation affords the opportunity not only to
devote ourselves to "scholarly pursuits," but as well to become
directly involved in considering the realities of society, and in acting
upon such awareness on a small-scale, but significant level.
Few would say this is the case at Trinity. The campus is not
moving,informal intellectual discourse is a rarity, and many just
don't care. At the same time, administrators don't exactly
encourage responsible student activism. Directives curtailing
parties may display a commitment to academic needs, but they also
show a lack of faith in the students' ability to decide some things for
themselves.
While we can't hope for great change this late in the year, we
can make the first step towards a more active and aware campus.
What is needed now is a commitment to involvement, a willingness
to accept the responsibility of social commentary, and a readiness to
take advantage of the opportunities that are indeed available at
Trinity.

Letters
smothered, upper middle class
people. Therefore, all of my
academic input has been
unavoidably accepted from that
perspective. A semester in Africa
was necessary to change that
perspective.
It is impossible to present a
different way of life in words and
expect to convey what it is really
like. For that reason it would be in
vain for me to attempt to explain
what it is like in Kenya and expect
many people to understand. I can
say there is poverty, but most of
you will just relate that to a state of
having little or no money, goods, or
means of support. But very few of
you can create an image in your
mind of what it means to live in
poverty. You might recall the
'images of photographs suspended
above * Walter Cronkite's left
shoulder, or an article about the
economic development of the
Third World.
But do you really get an
accurate understanding of what the
person in that picture or article is
thinking, feeling, hoping? Just
being here in Kenya has given me
the opportunity to live, eat, sleep,

Different Way
Of Life
To the Editor,
As a means of introduction, let
me explain that I am enrolled in St.
Lawrence University's Nairobi
Semester in Nairobi, Kenya.
I am writing this letter because
it is not fair that I am experiencing
such a vast culture while the
majority of my classmates are
engulfed with their academic
responsibilities, none of which
surpass the lowest threshold of
learning capabilities. It djg extremely safe to say that I have
teamed more in the last three
months of my life than in all of the
15 years of previous education
combined. I realize that may be a
reflection of the past 15 years of my
academic life, but I think it is more
of a reflection of the way I've been
brought up. Having grown up in the
smothering isolation of an upper
middle class suburb, it was very
easy to accept the security of an
isolated, private New England
college
overflowing
with
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attend meetings as "a distinct
group," that the reporter "should
be there in a passive position" and
that she "should not be involved or
able to assert positions" during the
course of a meeting.
The first point is fairly easy to
answer. One has only to look at last
week's editorial, which criticized
SGA for its part in the concert
cancellation, to see that relations
between SGA and the Tripod are
often far from cordial. It is true
that the Tripod endorsed SGA's
petition to the administration, but
it is equally true that the Tripod
openly opposed SGA's position
during the Klein affair.
The second point, concerning
the reporter's role, speaks to a
more serious question. Certainly, it
is not fair that a student reporter
should be disenfranchised because
she is covering what is often a
difficult and tedious part of the
news. But more importantly,
"passive" journalism of the kind he
suggests could not benefit Tripod
readers.
Mr. Freedman specifically
stated that the government
reporter's role should be similar to
that of the SGA secretary. Having
held both positions (in different
years), I feel that such a solution
would be both impossible and
deleterious. The SGA Secretary
records briefly final action taken at
a meeting for those who were there
and heard the debates.
The reporter's job is to both
summarize the meeting and to
make it comprehensible to those
who did not attend. Thus, her
function is necessarily an interpretative one. In order to write
To the Editor:
an article, the reporter must think
After last week's SGA meeting, about what she has heard.
a concerned student (Michael
She must carefully follow her
Freedman '81) raised the question, notes so that the article will be as
"Where does the Tripod end and objective as possible, yet she must
SGA begin?" Since this question also form some opinion in order to
was in part a reflection on my find a focus for her article so that it
coverage of the student govern- will be coherent.
ment, I spoke to him the following
Moreover, it is unreasonable to
day.
expect a student to attend meetings
Mr. Freedman raised some about matters that directly concern
valid points about the need for her, and not form an opinion about
impartiality in reporting. But at the them. And no mattter how hard the
same time, he absolved the reader reporter tries, this opinion will in
from the responsibility to read some way affect the structure and
critically and carefully. He also style of even the most neutral
seemed to misunderstand the role article.
of the student reporter.
Therefore, I can see no reason
According to Freedman, many to forbid the reporter from exstudents feel that the Tripod plays pressing her opinion during the
too active a role in student course of a meeting.
government. He feels that because
Because I am there to observe,
several staff members are also and because I am constantly wary
members of the SGA, there is too of the possible conflict of interest, I
much interaction between the two. generally do refrain from speaking.
(I should note here that I am not Yet there are times when I feel that
currently a member of SGA.) He I must, because an important point
i
also feels that the press should, &
travel, talk, laugh and party with a
wide range of Africans, Asians and
Europeans. For three days I've
lived in the realm of mind huts and
hunger - the rural homestay aspect
of this particular program. I have
spent four weeks in the home of a
Kenyan family that has reached a
higher standard of living, and
where the effects of Westernization
are much more obvious.
The program has taken me to
the deserts of Northern Kenya
where I have had unbelievable
experiences with barely clothed
people who haven't seen a white
person in years. I have drunk beer
until the early, hours of the morning
with all walks of life and have
gained a fuller understanding of the
African view of colonialism, the
colonialist view of Africans, and
Asian view of Africans and
colonialism, and the African, Asian
and colonialist views of America.
For me, this experience has
been invaluable. But I am
frustrated because this letter will
just be another form of information
which will just be accepted by
many of you through your
culturally suffocated perspective.
Let me conclude by merely
saying that programs abroad offer
an educational experience which
greatly exceeds the value of the
academic requirements. I strongly
recommend becoming involved in
such a program.
Sincerely,
Bill Ambrose 79
Box 43795
Nairobi, Kenya

Reporter's Role

ty

cases I exercise my right as a
student to speak.
At the meeting Mr. Freedman
attended, I made a point which
may have influenced the voting on
a motion. Because of this, Mrs.
Freedman feels, perhaps understandably, that I have undue
influence because I am a reporter,
This is far from the case. Actually,
the Tripod staff, especially myself,
is expremely unpopular with a
certain segment of the student
government.
Further, in light of last week's
editorial, my status probably hurt
my position far more than it helped'
it. With all due modesty, I would
suggest that my point was careful/r
considered because it was a good
one.
Moreover, there are times when
the statement of the reporter can
be useful to SGA, and hence to the.
students. The reporter is often as
well informed as government
members, yet she must explain its
actions to people with no
knowledge of the situation.
She attends meetings as
regularly as most members, and yet
is distinctly outside of government. This gives her a unique
perspective on problems which can
make her observations valuable.
Mr. Freedman is concerned
because the Tripod is, he claims,
the students' only source of information. By wanting to change
the reporter from a journalist to a
recording secretary, he not only
denies the reporter her true function as a writer, but also denies that
the reader has a responsibility to
think about what he or she has
read.
There are other sources-one
can question SGA members or
attend meetings personally. And
the reader's critical faculties should
be used.
The Tripod is not meant to be
so much pablum to be absorbed
undigested by its readers. Nor is it
the fault of a reporter if careless
readers receive false impressions
from their quick scanning of an
article. If a reporter has worked
hard to make clear fine distinctions, she cannot be blamed u
readers make little effort to do the
same.
The issue of impartiality vs.involvement, is an important one.
But a "passive" government
reporter such as Mr. Freedman
suggests, would of necessity be an
unthinking one, and mindless
reporting would be a greai
disservice to Tripod readersRespectfully.
Barbara A. Grossman
Tripod Reporter for Student
Government
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More Letters
SGA Apology
To the Editor:
1 feel compelled to respond to
Joe Troiano's letter in last week's
Tripod. It is unfortunate that Joe
was included in the list of
"delinquent" members who
resigned. In his case he had, as he
pointed out, asked to resign a
number of times. On each
occasion, I requested that he
remain an S.G.A. member because
of the valuable contributions that
he had made and continued to
make. When finally I asked Joe to
resign, he willingly did so.
In closing, let me apologize to
Joe for his inclusion in the list of
"delinquent" members. He was, in
fact, an excellent representative,
and it is our loss that other
obligations rendered him unable to
serve on S.G.A.
Sincerely,
Seth Price
President, Student
Government Association

Trinity Troubles
To the Editor:
Last week saw several events
which further show the troubles of
Trinity College. These include
poor planning, lack of consideration of others, and poor tact
on the part of the students and the
administration.
The first incident reflects the
poor planning of the SGPB board
concerning Spring Weekend.
Everything that was planned went
off fairly well, if you excuse the
delay in the start of the Saturday
concert. The problem was that a
large number of the student body
didn't even know it was Spring
Weekend. I found out Friday night
at 7 pjn. while I ate dinner in the
cave. I have learned to look for
very little publicity for events at
Trinity, but I think this tops all the
others. I realize that the BIG
concert has been causing a lot of

problems, but if SGPB does not evening hours. Relaxation is a vital
announce the events, no students part of the studying process. The
will show up. Having mentioned result of the "ban" will be a series
the BIG concert, this also reflects of dorm or private parties. In
bad planning. I saw a copy of the addition, Austin Arts Center has
contract last week and by quickly events scheduled on two of the
reading it, I could see no possible three evenings. My advice to the
way that the concert could occur administration, since I hear this
within the allotted budget. practice will be added to the
Everyone seemed to want' the handbook, is to think again. The
concert, but whenever you are students have the right to have a
spending $15,000. you must look party or dance if we like. For those
before you leap. However, it is people who want to study, there is
good to see that it will happen this always the library.
weekend.
These events of the past week
The second event was the rude show that the college is still having
awakening I (and other residents of troubles solving all our problems.
Jackson) had on Saturday morning. Both the students and the adTalking about poor planning and ministration together must try to
lack of consideration! Whoever solve the troubles which have
authorized 60 Play Day refs to have occurred for a long time.
their training session on the South
Sincerely,
Campus quad should get a gold
Brian Thomas 78
star. I, to say it mildly, do not like
being awakened at 9 a.m. on a
•Saturday morning by a bunch of
screaming adults. As a resident told
me, they were worse than the
construction! I also heard that the To the Editor:
Speaking for the • rest of the
same thing happened last year
disturbing the residents again. I student body I'd like to express my
realize it is only one day of a year, appreciation for the directive
but the lower fields of the campus restricting partying during reading
could have been used where no one days. As we all know it seems to be
would have been disturbed. If the a common phenomenon that
college would think about an event student released in a college atand consider its effects before mosphere without the proper
granting the location, the residents guidance of their parents unof Jackson (or wherever) would not fortunately fall prey to their more
juvenile tendencies. Trinity
lose their sleep.
College in the past has unWhich leads to the last point, thinkingly adopted the policy that
fm not completely sure of the students were capable of the same
Deans reasoning, but by "banning" responsibility as adults. Consocial events during Reading Days sequently students have taken
it shows the College questioning advantage of the loose atmosphere
the students ability to take care of that was created by this disturbing
ourselves. We are all adults and if policy and delinquency has run
we want to have a party, we should amuck.
be allowed.to. I realize that it is
How refreshing and ensupposed to be a period of study,
couraging
to witness the beginning
but it is impossible to read, write,
and multiply day and night for of the change in this position that
three days straight. After studying has been initiated by this
all day going to a party or dance is memorandum. Bravo deans. But
exactly what's needed during the be more bold, don't fear, and take

Deans,
Take Charge!

'Emporer Jones,9 Social Commentary
Cont'd from Page 10
and die an Emperor's death? Why
does a majority of people laugh
when Jones entertains the tuxedo
party, then stare in seeming
disbelief at his dramatic escape
from prison and subsequent aquatic journey to a remote island?
These questions are provoked
in the minds of the audience
because of the way society in
America functioned at the turn of
the 20th century and a few decades
following that turn.. During those
years, the Afro-American functioned within defined boundaries
outside of which he was never
meant to live. These barriers
existed in the minds of both the
black man and the white man. The
black man, though conditionally
free since 1861, had been oppressed psychologically as well as
physically. Consequently, he never
thought about trying to climb the
social ladder. He had been conditioned to understand that such an
attempt would be futile.
In essence, then, Emperor
Jones is demonstrating that conditioned understanding is a
dramatic fashion. Life for Brutus
•Jones seems easily conquered.
However, the truth is quite the
opposite.
At the movie's conclusion,
O"NeiH's intent becomes clouded.
He seems to evoke cheers and
sneers as Jones succeeds in his
endeavors, however inconsiderate
and ambitious. O'Neill may be
provoking political impact on the
black population to witness Jones'
successes and failures, thereby
e pitfalls which con-.
avoiding the pitfalls which con-..

structed his final downfall. Or,
O'Neill may be emphasizing the
ugly fact that for the black man of
America, the future is dim indeed.
On the other hand, O'Neill may
be offering an interpretation
concerning the actions of a black
man and how they are influenced
by a rise to power and position.
Would the black man become so
blinded by greed and power that he
would box himself into situations
from which he could not escape? Is
the well-worn saying of "power
corrupts; absolute power corrupts
absolutely" true even for an AfroAmerican unique enough to have
become an Emperor, having the
ability to help all his povertystricken brethren? Could a black
man of Jones' stature enter and
lock himself in a prison with
everything to gain and nothing to
lose. For Jones, unfortunately, the
lost question is answerable with
"yes."
After some time as Emperor of
this society secluded from real
civilization, its members, all of
whom are black, become fed up
with Jones' tyrannical leadership.
Their only solution to the problem
is elimination. Jones realizes hisonly action is escape. Where does
he excape to? The jungle.
In this case, the jungle serves as
an extended, pertinent metaphor.
At the beginning of the film, Jones
forsakes his friends and comfortable existence, searching for
success in the capitalistic world of
the white man. Presently, Jones
finds himself in strange , unfamiliar
surroundings. Ironically, the jungle
su
•
fr-black'•'ia^'io^ii^lcM'^-'id
• fr-black,'•

midst. Having given up the friendly
world he knew, he is now in the
hostile clutches of the jungle. The
issue presented seems to be one of
resentment, metaphorically of
course, on the part of the jungle.
Jones is being shown no
forgiveness, even though he seeks
for it.
Compounding this ironic issue
is the fact that he is being hunted
by members of his own society.
The man he replaced as Emperor,
as black as Jones himself, is the
leader of a group of black men who
have but one goal — to eliminate
Emperor Jones. With Jones' death,
O'Neill evokes other possible interpretations concerning Jones'
slimination.
O'Neill, however, bigoted it may
seem, may have thought to
dramatically emphasize Jones'
death as being the only possible
finale to his ambitious life. In other
words, O'Neill may be offering
death as the ultimate consequence
of a black man who succeeds in, or
attempts the breaking down of
existing social barriers. This interpretation seems somewhat
extreme, but regarding the feelings
of the time, not unlikely.
Emperor Jones, the film, is a
poignant portrayal of an important
sociological issue. Sonie others.
have been discussed in this essay,
still others left out due to printing
space. All issues brought forth by
Emperor Jones are well worth
disxussing. Please, if there.are any
alternative interpretations, express
them so more can become aware of
an important crisis in America's
hMory11. " ' J 1J

more charge. We need your
support and guidance to help us
along the path of adulthood. Let's
see more like light's out at 11. And
instead of RA's why not hire warm
grey-haired ladies to tuck us in at
night?
Sincerely,
D. Schwab *79

Corrections
To the Editor:
When I was asked by a Tripod
reporter to describe the internship
that I did at CPTV last semester, I
assumed that it was to give students
some idea of what an internship at
CPTV is like. However, the article
was not only not what I expected,
but it misrepresented several facts,
which I'd like to correct.
First of all, I have been doing
freelance work at the station, but
the title the article gave me
(production assistant) does not
apply to the work I've been doing,
as it is indicative of a different
position altogether.
The crew is made up of paid
employees and volunteer interns —
there is no such thing as a paid
internship at CPTV, and as far as I
know, I gave no indication that
there was.
Another confusing point made
by the reporter was to say that I

"acted as a floor manager for
several shows and was directly
responsible to the director." Interns often floor manage
productions, and that involves
being in charge of the studio during
the taping/ airing of a show, and to
act as a go-between for the director
of the show and the floor (hosts,
guests, etc.) if necessary. And as
there are several directors at
CPTV, the statement seems
especially misleading.
The show '247-2424" was and
still is a public service (weekly)
series, not at all a single
documentary, and I only researched and wrote the small script for
one segment.
On the show "111 Do It" I was
one production assistant, not the
only one, as the article implies.
I cast the extras for a single
'Theatre in America," and have
operated vidifont, not camera, on
the Sunday morning series referred
to in the last paragraph.
Even though I did learn alot
from my internship, and I'm very
glad that I've been hired a few
times since, I do think the article
would have been more worthwhile
if it had just reported more
accurately what an internship at
CPTV usually involves.
Sincerely,
Melissa Lover '80

Robeson

Cont'd from Page 10
American music. Lawrence Brown
was an expert in the field of Negro
Spirituals. When he played the
piano while Robeson sang his
arrangements,, their friends'
reaction was so enthusiastic that
they arranged a concert tour for
Robeson and Brown, The public's
reaction was phenomenal, and
Robeson and Brown launched a
career that was to last over twentyfive years and four continents.
In the summer of 1925, Paul
and Essie Robeson traveled to
London to work on a production of
The Emperor Iones. Critical and
public reaction was mixed: some
loved it, others thought it was a
travesty of the truth. This helped
Paul to establish an international
reputation as an actor.
During Robeson's American
and European concert tours
throughout 1926 and 1927, he
became more and more impressed
with Europe. Finally, in 1928, he
moved his family to London to
begin work on the English
production of Show Boat, in which
he sang one of his most famous
songs, "Old Man River." This began
his long-term stage career in
Europe.
Maurice Brown offered Paul
one of the most important roles in
his career and in the history of the
English-speaking theatre in 1929. It
was the title role in Shakespeare's
Othello. This would mark the first
time in years that a black man had
played Othello. Robeson also
brought a new interpretation to the
role. He decided to play Othello as
a man doomed by his moral
despair, not jealousy. Robeson
decided that Othello's tragedy lay
in the fact that the was a black man
trying to make a place for himself
in a white world: Othello received
standing ovations every night, and
critics vied with one; another to
give it the most praise, Robeson
was finally beginning to be viewed
as a serious actor, rather than a
black oddity on stage.
Robeson visited the Soviet
Union in December of 1934. For
Robeson, the Soviet Union was a
place that was absolutely free from
_
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race prejudice, where for the first
time in his life he felt like a
complete, free man. Robeson loved
the U.S.S.R., and did not attempt
to hide this feeling. This love was
based purely on social conditions.
He saw a land where he felt he was
finally treated as an equal. This
point of view would cause him
trouble in later life.
The Spanish Civil War brought
about a profound' change in
Robeson's life. For the first time,
he gave himself and his art
wholeheartedly to a cause, that of
the loyalist republicans, After this
'war, Robeson became a political
man, making his art fit his way of
thinking. His ideology was the
rights of all downtrodden people,
regardless of race, class, color, or
creed. Robeson helped civil rights
organizations, .labor unions, and
nationalist groups in his fight for
the dignity and freedom of
mankind.
This phase of Paul Robeson's
life was full of disturbance. As a
result of his political activities, his
career suffered, and his art was lost
to fhe public at home and abroad.
By the time the trouble was partly
resolved, Robeson was told to
contribute much to the American
artistic scene.
In 1958, Robeson began a selfimposed exile from America. He
and his wife lived in London and
Moscow. His health steadily
deteriorated, arid finally he
returned to the United States in
December, 1963. The reasons for
this return were varied, but
basically he felt that America was
the land that his family came from,
where he was born, and where he
had done most of his fighting for
the rights of men, especially blacks.
Therefore he felt that it was his
right to die here, and that no one
had the right to try to keep him
away from America.
The Robesons lived quietly in
New York City. Essie Robeson
died in December, 1965. In 1965,
Robeson went into
semiretirement. By 1914, he was in full
retirement, living in Philadelphia
with his sister. He died on January

The Adventure Of The Final Problem
by Eric Grevstad
It was a windy Friday night as I
sat in our rooms in Northam
Towers, surrounded by my notes
and biology textbooks. Finals were
approaching, and I was well into a
reading daze which, ended when my
roommate, his face flushed and
carrying a huge sheaf of papers,
came clattering up the stairs and
burst into our room.
"Wheaton, she's coming!"
Sherbert Cones cried, dropping the
papers and locking the door behind
him. "She's coming here!" He ran
to the window and closed the
blinds.
"If she's coming, she's not
coming through the window," I
said. The last time we had had a
woman in 41G-A, it had been Dean
Dow with the petition signed by the
entire Quad and North Campus.
"No, but her agents are
everywhere, and her cunning
knows no limits." Cones tapped the
stack of papers with a finger.
—"These are final exams."
"You have stolen them,
Cones!" I cried.
"No, Wheaton. These are clever
forgeries, not the real tests. I have
been on her trail for some time,
and I have stolen them from her."
"From who, Cones?"
"Wheaton!" My friend jumped
to his feet. "Who thwarts my every
plan, Wheaton? Who counters my
every argument, blocks my every
move, who stands against my every
step?"
"Dr. Hunter!" I guessed.
"No, no," my friend said.
"Outside of class." He paused.
"Although to me she is always the
woman."
"You mean it is a student like
ourselves?"
"Exactly." Sherbert Cones
looked me in the eye. "Have you
never heard the name of Mary
Ardie?"
"Never."
"Exactly!" he said again. "The

woman pervades this place like a
"Hello, Sherbert," she said from
shadow, and yet she is unknown to the doorway. "Wheaton." We spun
everyone but to vile criminals and around. A tall, strikingly attractive
the Math Department."
young woman with shoulder-length
"She is a mathematics major, brown hair stood on our threshold,
then?"
her head moving slowly from side
"She is a genius, a prodigy, an to side as she looked at us.
abstract thinker of the highest
"Mary Ardie!" Sherbert Cones
power, to whom the calculus is as gasped.
entegral a part of life as breathing
"Have we met before?" I asked.
is to us. She speaks eleven
"Not without my make-up on,"
languages, eight of them computer. She smiled. "You once saw me as
She has restated the binomial Alice O'Connor, and I dated you
theorem in mathematics so once to learn about your roomcomplex that even the faculty are mate."
baffled. No one can correct her
"Good Lord!" I cried. "Another
tests." He gestured wildly toward master of disguise!"
the Quad. "And it is this mind that
"Your game is up, Miss Ardie,"
has dedicated itself to the Cones said, moving behind his
destruction and disorder of the desk. "I have stopped your track at
campus."
last!"
"Are you sure, Cones?"
"Sherbert Cones." Mary Ardie
"I tell you, Wheaton, she is the turned to him, her voice sinking to
Lanier Drew of crime!" Cones an icy purr. "You crossed my path
paced the floor in agitation. "In on the fourth of January. On the
case after case I have detected her twenty-third you incommoded me;
presence. She was the mastermind by the end of February you had
of the Elton incident. She directed seriously inconvenienced me; all
the affair of the Math and Classics through March you pursued me;.
departments. She stole Bishop and now, at the close of April, I
Brownell from the Quad."
find myself absolutely hampered in
"Singlehanded?" I cried. "But my plans."
such a feat would border on the •
"Nobody does it better,"
impossible!"
Sherbert Cones acknowledged.
"As does getting into one's first"And now-" Mary Ardie inchoice English course," my friend dicated the papers on Cones's
pointed out. "Yet both have desk. "You attempt to confound
happened. No, Wheaton, the figure me in my latest operation: To
of Mary Ardie stands behind every Steele the history exams!"
problem I have solved this year.
"The History exams!" I gasped.
She has used the Women's Center, Cones blinked rapidly.
the SGA, the football team."
"Replacing them, of course,
"The Planning Board?" I asked. with forged exams drawn up me
"A front for her undercover me," she said; taking a seat by the
operations, which she oversees window. "Think of the chaos in the
behind the scenes from the side- Department. Students would not
lines, while beneath a cover of pass! Seniors would not graduate!"
secrecy.''
She laughed. "The result would be
What will she be up to next?" hysterical."
"Her side is not above
Here her expression turned to
anything," Cones answered. "She iron again as she looked at Cones.
can strike anywhere, without "But I knew you were on to me. I
warning—fromjhe classroom, from deduced what your strategy would
the staircase, from the hall-"
be— to make your own counterfeits

and beat me to the real ones!"
"I predicted that you would try
to steal the real tests first," she said,
"and replace them with your own
counterfeits You thought that I,
then, would switch your imitations,
thinking them to be genuine, for
my own, leaving you, in turn, to
switch them for the originals again- leaving me with your copies, you
with mine, and the History
Department with the originals."
"Your logic is brilliant!" I cried
in spite of myself.
"Trigonometry, my dear
Wheaton." Mary Ardie smiled. "Its
mathematical sections are the basis
for all logic."
"You have guessed my moves
correctly, Miss Ardie." Cones
touched the stack of papers. "Here
are your forgeries, while the
originals are returned to the
History Office under heavy guard."
"Oh, no." Mary Ardie laughed.
"I have left out the first step of my
proof-you were not the first one to
the office. I got there ahead of you
and replaced the originals with my
forgeries."
"Oh, no!" Cones and I cried
out. She laughed again.
"Yes," she contined, "you,
thinking yourself first with the
originals, switched my forgeries for
yours, after which I took your
copies and left the originals-which
you took to be my forgeries and
stole in turn, leaving the original
tests, which were really my
forgeries, in their place. So you, my
dear Cones, have done my work
for me—you have stolen the
originals and replaced them with
my imitations, while I keep yours—.
leaving the Department with my
own exams, and with you as the
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thief!"
"Amazing!" I cried in awe.
"Thank you," Miss Ardie answered. "When your roommate is
expelled as a cheat and a traitor,
perhaps you could give me his
room number."
"I've already got your number,
Mary Ardie," Sherbert Cones
spoke from behind his desk. He
smiled. "You made one mistake in
your figures."
"Impossible!" she retorted. "I
knew you were aware of my plan. I
knew your sequence of moved
from start to finish. I knew you'd
realize that the History Department was my target!" She sneered
at the tranquil Cones. 'Where
could I have made a mistake?"
"You guessed that I'd be right,"
he confessed, laying a hand on the
papers. "These are the Psych
exams."
There was a moment of stunned
silence. "You fiend!" Mary Ardie
shrieked at last. "I put the real ones
back!!"
"Cones!" I shouted joyfully,
"You have done it!"
Actually," my friend murmured
to himself, "I could have sworn she
was going for the Psych Department..."
I called after Mary Ardie as she
stalked to the door. "You have lost
the match!" I cried triumphantly to
her. "Sherbert Cones has beaten
you again!" She turned on the
stairs to look at me, and her eyes
held the fires of war.
"Temporarily,
my dear
Wheaton." Mary Ardie said.
"Temporarily."

To the Editor:
Recently there has been a lot of
talk about a lack of communication
between the administration and
students. Although this contention
may be true, I think the problem
stems from an even greater area of
concern: The indecisive attitude of
the administration on various key
issues affecting the Trinity College
community.
Specifically, two issues which
immediately come to mind when
contemplating the innumerable
hassles between the administrators
and students are the Spring
Concert
plans
and
the
rearrangement of dormitory
ratings. Obviously these are issues
to which there appear to be no
easy, clear-cut solutions. The
financial beating that the school
will take on the concert and the
enraged masses of students still
complaining about an unjust rating
and lottery system, testify to this.
What can be done at this point
to rectify the situation? Although
there seems to be no foolproof
antidote to these and other issues
which the administration must
face, I will offer a general
suggestion.
The administration musti from
this point forward, take a firmer
stand on many of te decisions
which it lays down. A good way to
insure this would be to have an

upper class student of repudiable
credentials and sound judgment
(possible the SGA president)
appointed to a post which has an
equal or near equal say to that of an
administrator. This would create a
voice through which many of the
student
opinions
could be
funneled.
In conclusion, I see a current
trend of disallusionment by many
students towards a number of
decisions which the administration
has handed down. This trend must
reverse itself in the near future or
else a growing split between
students and administrators will be
the result.
Sincerely,
John Leisenring '81

Rowan
To Speak
Carl T. Rowan, the wellknown journalist and commentator, will be the speaker at a
symposium at Hall High School
in West Hartford on Wednesday, May 3, at 3:30 p.m.
'•
His topic "Communist Aggression today: Menace • ot.
Myth?" is one subject m tne
symposium entitled "The American Way — Present ana
Future."

Privacy, Quiet, Space

Advantages Seen in Off-Campus Living
by Ellen Sherman
The assets of living off-campus
There was loud stomping and unanimously mentioned include
rock music overhead. The ex- privacy, freedom from noise, and
citement I'd been feeling about more space. In addition, students
spending the night in Goodwin commented on the pleasure of
quickly subsided. I looked an- being able to entertain people at
xiously at my host for the night. their own place, and the sense of
"Oh, they're just gatoring," she responsibility they gleaned from
said. "It'll quiet down after two." taking care of it.
I had wanted to get an objective
"Basically I stayed on campus
stance for this article, but because it's convenient," said one
memories of my freshman year in senior. She added that she liked
Elton came wafting over me; I being around people and feared the
never found dorm life agreeable isolation and complications, such
because I'm neurotically an- as paying bills, which living offti-loud-noise. Sophomore year, I campus entails.
moved to an apartment on Allen
It cannot be denied that living
Place and have been ecstatic there off-campus can at times be more
ever since.
complicated, but the worry that it's
This year close to 200 Trinity difficult to pay bills is not wellstudents chose to live off-campus. founded. It is not any harder to
While nearly everyone of them
write a check for rent than one to
concedes that they've encountered
Follett's or SNET.
some hassles, most of them say
Still, living off-campus requires
they were worth dealing with, and extra time and energy. "You have
that they are extremely happy with to make a commitment at the betheir decision.
ginning," said Dave Rowland, '78,
one of four Trinity students who
have studios in an apartment
building on School Street. Both he
and Susie Iverson, '78, who lives
upstairs from him, said they came
up last summer to find their
apartments and fix them up.
"I find it much more convenient
living off-campus," said Dave. "It's
nice having kitchen facilities...I
like living in a neighborhood better
than at a school. It gives you the
sense that there are other people in
the world besides students."
Neither Dave nor Susie have
experienced
any
security
problems; they say they find the
walk to and from campus good
exercise and also a healthy way to
unclutter one's mind. "I have a
broader feeling about life in

general...It's a more personable
place to have people back to
dinner for example," said Susie.
Another group of students told me
they have an eating cooperative;
they alternate cooking at each
other's kitchens with palatable
results.

previous student residents liked a
place.
When I moved into my apartment three years ago, I picked up a
second-hand box spring. Today the
box spring isn't what it was then.

But I've enjoyed having my own
bedroom, living room, kitchen and
bathroom—I even don't mind
cleaning them. In fact, if I wasn't
graduating, I would look for a new
box spring,..and it would be worth
the hassle.

Living off-campus is sometimes
inconvenient, said Kita Reimer,
who has a two-room apartment on
Ward Place. "You have to plan
ahead to make sure you bring all
the things you'll need while on
campus." Kita said she loved the
independence her own place affords her. "It's like real life. It costs
just about the same, but the experience is a thousand times more
valuable."
Most students I spoke with said
they find that their expenses match
Trinity housing costs, though a few
said they found it cheaper. Two
groups of students, who rent two
floors in a house on Allen Place,
have found it a bit more expensive.
These students had to pay for oil
heating during the winter, which
was a considerable cost and a
nuisance. Landlords can also be
troublesome, said a few people.
The general sentiment of offcampus livers is that it is a good
deal—for a little extra effort they
reap many benefits. Each person
has had a different experience, and
yet the response was convincingly
in favor of the adventure. A file of
off-campus residences, in the
Student Housing Office, can help
facilitate finding an apartment.
Word of mouth and newspapers
are two other sources, the former
being particularly desirable
because one can find out how

photo by Sus^., Taylor

Sun Day To Highlight Alternative Energy Sources
by Gary Abramson
Across the nation plans have
been made for a day celebrating
the importance of solar power and
alternative energy sources. Sun
Day, to be held May 3 throughout
the country, is devoted to a
celebration of the world's only
inexhaustable, predictable,
egalitarian, non-polluting, terroristresistant, free energy source.
Sun Day will begin on Cadillac
Mountain in Maine, the first spot in
the nation to be hit by the sun's
rays, with a sunrise celebration.
Later in the day, New Yorkers can
enjoy a sunrise concert at the

liance, ConnPIRG, the Sierra Club,
the Low Income Planning Agency,
and the People's Action for Clean
Energy.

United Nations. Californians will
be hosting technology fairs, sun are
shows, poetry readings and street
theater as the sun heads out over
the Pacific.
While Sun Day, much like the
Earth Day of the early seventies, is
being observed nationwide, a
Connecticut coalition of environmental, labor, consumer, and
business groups are coordinating
activities in this state. The activities
planned include presentations of
alternative energy systems,
marches and lectures.
The groups involved include
the Connecticut Citizen's Action

Group, the Conn. Audubon Society, the Southern New England
Telephone Co., the League of
Women Voters, the United Auto
Workers, the Cooperative Extension Service, the Clamshell Al-

In Hartford, a large portion of
the Sun Day celebration will be
held at Trinity College, and is
sponsored by ConnPIRG. Solar
films will be shown in the Mather
Hall driveway by the Peace Train
Foundation at 11:00 a.m.; performers from Sidewalk will present
sky sculpture and aerial displays on
the Quad at 2:30 pjn.; and a solar
energy collector will be on display
all day.
The Great Sun Day Race, a

Conn PIRG Offering Summer Internships
The ConnPIRG State Board of
Directors has authorized a variety
of paid summer internships for
students at ConnPIRG campuses.
Pay will be based on a rate of $50
per week for full-time internships
beginning about June 1 and lasting
approximately 12 weeks. Trinity
students should call the ConnPIRG
state office at 525-8312 for ap-

plications. Brief descriptions of the
internship topics follow:
Marijuana Decrimlnalizatlons
ConnPIRG has recently initiated a
project to reduce the penalty for
possession of small amounts of
marijuana from a criminal offense
to a traffic ticket-like violation.
Internship duties will consist of
research, advocacy and coalition

Lowenbrau Returns to State
Lowenbrau beer can again be
bought in Connecticut, following a
settlement between the Miller
Brewing Co. and the state Liquor
Control Commission.
Miller paid a $100,000 fine and
agreed to follow commission
requirements
that
it
not
discriminate-between-distributors;

The suit arose after Miller
refused to sell Lowenbrau to
several distributors who sought to
buy only Lowenbrau from the
brewing company, which also
markets several other beer
products.
Lowenbrau has not been sold in
the state since December of 1975.

building to prepare for a legislative
campaign in' the fall.
Food Co-ops: Interns will work
with Co-op Coordinator Nancy
Benedict on establishing a food
warehouse for co-ops in Middtetown, and on preparation of
promotional and educational
materials.
Farmland Preservation: If the
farmland preservation bill that
ConnPIRG is backing passes, the
intern will work on other issues
strengthening
the
state's
agricultural economy. If it fails, the
intern will be coalition-building
and organizing next fall's legislative
campaign.
Consumer and Environmental:
Several internships will be offered
on environmental and consumer
topics to be selected jointly by

students and staff.
Hartford Food System: Interns
will establish a liaison among food
co-ops, farmers' markets, community nutrition programs and
others, to work on improved food
delivery systems.

Contest of solar energy production,
will take place on the lawn of the
Capitol from 11 to 1 pjn.
Congressman Toby Moffett will
judge the contestants, who will try
to heat five gallons of water to the
highest temperature in the shortest
time.
"Sun Day will be very much a
celebration in Connecticut," a
Hartford spokesman said. "While
solar power and other alternative
energy sources are no complete
panacea to our energy problems,
their potential tests the limit of the
imagination. Sun Day should shed
some light on that potential."
For the next two issues, the
Tripod will accept classified ads.
The cost is 10c per word,
minimum 10 words per ad.
Payment must accompany the
ad copy. All classifieds should
be delivered to the Tripod office
by Saturday, 3:00.

PHONE 547-O263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA, PBOP.

2 t 9 NEW BRITAIN /WE.
HARTFORD,CONN.
(COR. HENRY ST,)

PLAY DAY
COM M UN IT AS

Photos from the second annual
Play Day, celebrated Bast Sunday
in Bushneii Park, were taken by
Tripod photographers
Scott M. Leventhal and Susan Taylor.
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Paul Robeson 1898-1976

Robeson: A Biographical Sketch

A TRIBUTE TO PAUL ROBESON

Who was Paul Robeson? Unfortunately, his name is foreign to most
of our generation. Yet, he was one of the most notable Americans of
his time: a world-renown artist and politican who was blacklisted for
his affliations with the communist party, during the 1940's. The
following articles pertain to life and career of Paul Robeson. We
hope they will bring Robeson to the attention of the public.
Sidnie White
Janice Meagher
Sam Gray
Under the Direction of Professor Champ
History 210

* Emporer Jones':
An Interpretation

by Sam Gray
Emperor Jones, a film version
of the play written by Eugene
QNeill, stars Paul Robeson playing
the part of an ambitious young
black man of the 1920's. Brutus
Jones, played by Robeson, is a
black man whose ambition wins
him the rank of Emperor over a
small secluded society.
During the 20's, and some years
before, the black man had been
suppressed to the point where life
was a gamble. Lynchings were
rampant, though somewhat less
than at the turn of the century. The
Afro-American's identity was nonexistent. To the Southern white
man, the Afro-American was a subhuman being with which to be dealt
not lived.
The black intellectuals of the
North were trying to formulate
some sort of identity for the black
man in America. However, the
feeling which pervaded the country
was extremely detrimental to the
rise of an Afro-American. It is this
first issue which provokes a
sociological discussion of Empeiot
lones.
Naturally, one could assume
that CNeiiJ was well aware of the
Afro-American's plight, as were all
intellectuals of the time. As a
writer, CNeiJJ maintained the
advantage of being creative by the
use of words. Although movies,
and the institution of visible
characters create considerable
influence upon the reaction of the
audience, the essential issue
regarding the Afro-American's
predicament is clearly defined.
Paul Robeson portrays a poor
black man of the deep South who
travels a somewhat incredible path
which leads him from the
occupation of porter for the
Pullman Coach company, to that
of an escaped convict, to finally
becoming an Emperor of a small
African society. However, his
fantastic rise to the throne is
followed by the inevitable loss of
control and subsequent death,
climaxed by a delirious soliloquy
and dramatic confession. It is this
final outcome, death, which
provokes a major sociological
discussion concerning the status
and treatment of the AfroAmerican during the early 20th
century.
For purposes of debate and
discussion, I propose that Jones'
death at the conclusion of the film
is inevitable. If the ending has been
at all different, the film could have
portrayed a false resolution to a
major social issue of the period.
Due to the intensity of the black
man's modern oppression, which
really begins with the lynchings of
the 1890's, his chance to break
through the social barriers
preventing him from leading a
normal existence is impossible.
Emperor lones depicts the lifestyle
of a black man very much contrary
to, tlie actual lifestyle of an AfroAmerican o£ the same time period.
Throughout the course of the
film, Brutus Jones achieves success
at everything he seeks, His rise is

replaced the white leading man in
sudden desperation. In other
words, Jones seems to be portraying the life of a white man with
the same ambitions. It is this
second issue that provokes such
interest in the film. The audience is
curious to discover what actually
happens to this black superman.
This reaction of the audience is
evoked by years of social conditioning. In 1978, the audience is
merely "curious" to witness the
final phase of this man's rise,
whether he makes it as an Emperor, or whether society and its
"laws" will finally catch up and
swallow him. Why is this morbid
fascination so prevalent? Why
should the audience not assume
that Brutus Jones will survive his
term as Emperor of a marooned
Cont'd on Page 5

by Sidnie White
Paul Robeson was one of the
most talented artists and gifted
scholars of our century. His
contributions to American music,
drama, and, finally, civil rights,
should be remembered and lauded
by all men. Yet Paul Robeson is a
forgotten man in our generation.
Most of us have never heard of
him. In his story one may find
reasons for this lamentable
ignorance.
Paul Robeson -was born on
April 9, 1898, in the town of
Princeton, New Jersey. His father,
William Drew Robeson, was a
former slave who became a
Presbyterian minister. His mother,
Maria Bustill Robeson, came from
a free black Philadelphia family
who could trace its history back to
the Revolutionary War, when a
farmer named Bustill helped to
feed George Washington's troops
at Valley Forge. One of Mrs.
Robeson's brothers was a
professor, another was a musician.
It was from his mother's family that
Paul inherited his artistic ability.
Paul's father had a most
profound influence on his life.
When Paul was nine, his father
began pastoring an A.M.E. Zion
church in Somerville, New Jersey.
Paul belonged to this denomination
for the rest of his life. Paul's father
instilled in him that sense of
perfection which was evident
throughout his life. William Drew
Robeson was mainly interested in
his son's academic excellence, and

it was this influence that carried
Paul so successfully through his
school years, and made him such a
great scholar afterwards.
His years at Rutgers University
marked the first time that Paul
appeared in the public eye. He
played football at Rutgers, and
became the mainstay of the team.
He was named to Walter Camp's
All-American team in 1917 and
1918. In addition, Paul was elected
to Phi Beta Kappa in his junior
year. Upon graduation, he was
elected to the Cap and Skull Honor
Society, wa.s a debating champion,
won thirteen varsity letters in four
sports, and gave the commencement speach at his
graduation.
After graduation, Robeson attended Columbia Law School.
During this time, e met Eslanda
Goode, an anthropology and chemistry student at Columbia, whom he
married in 1921.
In 1920, Robeson received the
offer which launched his acting
acreer, although he did not
capitalize on it until a few years
later. He was offered, and
accepted, the title role in Simon
the Cyrenian, which was produced
by the Harlem branch of the
Y.W.C.A. The public's reaction
was favourable, and Robeson
received other acting offers, which,
however, he turned down. He did
not see himself as cut out for the
stage.
In 1922, Paul was offered the

leading role in Taboo, a play oa
African voodoo. This time, his
reaction was less critical. Tab00
went on tour in England. Robeson's
first impression of England was
excellent. The most positive aspect
was the fact that he encountered
T
less race prejudice than in the
thea
United States.
chali
The Provincetown Players prese
offered Robeson, in 1924, the
same
leading roles in two CNeill plays'
perhi
All God's ChiQun Got Wings and topr
The Emperor lones. All God's f
plays
ChUlun dealt with the subject of
impo
interracial marriage, and this
yettl
caused a public furor. The mayor's
Thea
office refused to grant a license for
prod
the child actors to appear in the
Rep(
first scene. On opening night,
1
bodyguards protected the actors
mor<
and all concerned with the
prog
production. Despite all the
the
commotion, critical reaction to
then
both plays was mildly favourable,
be i
and all lauded Robeson as a great
som
instinctual actor. Robeson's acting
evei
career was truly launched.
wou
During 1924 and 1925, Paul to p
began to work seriously as an
sho 1 !
actor, particularly with the
Johr
Provincetown Players. In the
then
theatre atmosphere he encoul
a lit
countered no prejudice against
blacks, and this he particularly
baffl
enjoyed.
the
two
Lawrence Brown and Paul
if ir
Robeson met in March, 1925; this
cum
is one of the most important
meetings in the history of
pro1
Cont'd on Page 5

The Tragedy Of Paul Robeson

by Janice Meagher
In January of 1945, the UnAmerican Committee of the House
of Representatives was made a
standing committee. It's job was to
conduct investigations of both
individuals and organizations
participating in reportedly unAmerican activities.
The committee pledged to "be
fair and impartial at all times...to
conduct its investigations upon a
dignified plane...to prevent any
character assassinations of any
smearing of innocent people...and
signified their sole purpose as
merely discovering the truth and
reporting it as is...with such
recommendations, if any, as to
legislation on these subjects as -the
situation may require and as the
duty of Congress to the American
people may demand." What
evolved however, was a series of
tragedies. Blacklisted performers
were permanently exlcluded from
their field of employment. Others
were socially ostracized, exiled
from the country or placed in jail.
Those who could not handle the
pressure often died of heart attacks
following their appearances before
the committee or'.', resorted to
suicide. These tragedies marked
the lives of hundreds —* Paul
Robeson was one.
Paul Robespn was an artist,
activist and freedom fighter. As an
'actor, he was wordly renown. He
visited and performed on three
continents and sang in thirty
languages. As a politician, Paul
Robeson was a humanitarian and
an internationalist. He believed in
racial and social equality,
petitioned for human rights and
was greatly disturbed by the exploitation of oppressed people. His
political vision encompassed all
races
and
criticized racial
domination.
Paul Robeson was in favor of
socialism and continually helped to
fight against facism. He believed
"that for all mankind a socialist
society represents an advance to a
higher stage of life — that it is a
form of society which is
economically, socially, culturally,

based upon production for private
profit." Consequently, Robeson
was extremely impressed and
supportive of,the U.S.S.R. He felt
the Soviet Union was "abolishing
all discrimination based on color or
nationality and was fighting for
genuine democracy and peace." He
developed many personal ties with
the Soviet Union and proclaimed it
as the "finest place he knew."
Paul Robeson was a very
politically outspoken man. On his
trips abroad, he .publically
criticized the inequities of the
American political system. In his
speeches, he continually talked
about the racial discrimination in
the United States. This did not
particularly please U.S. government officials, who would rather
have kept political issues on
domestic instead of an international basis. In addition,
Robeson retained his Soviet ties
after World War II, and became
affiliated with many members of
the Communist Party.
The American Establishment
no longer looked favorably upon
Paul Robeson. Being a successful
Afro-American actor-singer was
acceptable; but combining radical
and critical politics with art was
unacceptable. Communism was
the handle that the government
needed to blacklist Robeson. He,
like so many others, was virtually
erased from history. It was as if the
'famous actor and singer' had never
existed. The process began with the
Peekskill riots of 1949, when
residents of the community
continually protested Robeson's
concerts bepause of his Communist
sympathies. They were not interested in hearing an 'unsavory
mixture of song and political talk."
The protesters repeatedly tried to
keep both Robeson and the
audience, who were largely liberalprogressive types, away by literally
attacking, fighting and stoning
them. They were partially
successful.
Following hard upon these
incidents was the State Department's refusal to issue Robeson a

Washington Officials have decided
that such travel is "contrary to the
best interests of the United States,"
passports have been denied.
On June 12, 1956 Paul Robeson
was summoned to appear before a
subcommittee of the Committee
on Un-American Activities. This
sub-committee was particularly
concerned with the "vital issue of
the use of American passports as
travel documents in furtherance of
the objectives of the Communist
Party." The subpoena which
required Robeson to appear before
this committee also commanded
him to produce certain documents,
including all the United States
passports issued to him for travel
outside the continental limits of the
United States. He did not bring
them.
The Chairman announced at
the beginning of the hearing that
during recent hearings on this
subject:
"...it was revealed that Communists had developed a pattern
procuring American passports by
representing that they were going
to travel for business or pleasure to
certain of the countries of the free
world and then, upon arriving at
those countries, they used devious
methods of circumventing the
travel restrictions so that they
could
attend
Communistsponsored conferences and other
propaganda efforts in the Iron
Curtain countries. The Communist
Party often used people who are
not actually Communist Party
members but are nevertheless
witting or unwitting servants of the
Communist
cause.
Actual
technical membership in the
Communist Party is not, therefore,
the sole criterion to be used in
undertaking to ascertain Whether
or not a particular individual's
activities are in fact contributing to
the Communist menace.''
Robeson was suspected of these
charges. The final statement of the
Robeson's previous
membership
Party in the

vestigation Robeson repeatedly
refused to comment on the subject.
Mr. Arens: Are you now a
member of the Communist Party?
Mr. Robeson: Would you lite
to come to the ballet box when 1
vote and take out the ballot and
see?
The Chairman: You are
directed to answer the question.
Mr. Robeson: I invoke the Fifth
Amendment.
Mr. Arens: Have you ever been
known under the name of 'John
Thomas?'
Mr. Robeson: 'John Thomas!
My name is Paul Robeson. .
Mr. Arens: I put it to you as a
fact, and ask you to affirm or deny
the fact, that your Communist
Party name was 'John Thomas. .
Mr. Robeson: I invoke the Fiftl
Amendment. This is really
ridiculous.
Paul Robeson's passport was
revoked on the basis of his par;
ticipation
in
un-American
activities. On June 6,1958 Paul was
reissued a passport after
Supreme Court's decision that the
travel of Americans cannot be
restricted because of political
views. However, the black-listing d
Robeson disabled him politically,
economically and artisticaiy.
Additionally, he was literally
erased from history; made a n°n'
person.'
, .
The case of Paul Robeson is «°l
just an individual tragedy; symbolized here is the dilemma ttia
hundreds of politically active
artists have had to face. W"a»
Hellman, Arthur Miller, Frances
Young, Madelyn Dmytryk air
Lawrence Duggan are all talent®
artists who were forced to forsa
their careers for their political
favorably upon highly eg
individuals with radical P o l l U C
persuasions. They have aa
manifest, their power
manipulating public o p " * ^
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Spring Reportory

by Peter Bain
To present an evening of
theatre, any evening, is a
challenging proposition. To
present more than one play in the
same evening is more challenging,
perhaps a bit unwise. But aspiring
i to present ten performances of five
plays in four nights verges on the
ct ofi impossible, if not the insane. And
Hiii yet this is what the Trinity College
lyot'sj Theatre Department has done in
«Iotj producing this year's Spring
Reportory shows.
itfe
light.
The problems in presenting
ctoti
more than one show on the same
lie
program are obvious. No longer do
the shows function .only within
themselves. Inevitably they must
be part of something else, that
something being the entire
evening's bill. Consequently, it
would be of questionable wisdom
to present a Neil Simon yuk-yuk
show with a Jacobin tragedy by
so i John Webster. Both shows work by
Ik
themselves, but together they
could leave an audience more than
a little confused, if not downright
baffled and disoriented. Granted,
the comparison here juxtaposes
two extremes, but the point is valid,
if in a lesser degree, in any circumstances.

One Acts Earn Audience Applause

w

Spring Rep had to deal with this
problem and, with one exception,
overcame it. On Friday and Sunday
Domino Courts and Rosencrantz
and Guilderstern are Dead, which
will be reviewed next week,
presented the audience with no
profound theatrical contradictions
that could have hurt the effectiveness of both shows. Qi
Thursday and Saturday nights Lou
Gehrig Did Not Die of Cancer and
Winners meshed well, but a
problem arose when Cox and Box
appeared. An operetta written by
Sullivan without Gilbert, the style
and plot, with deus ex machina
devices abounding, confronted the
audience with a stark and awkward

contrast when produced with the
other two shows, a contrast that
was difficult if not impossible to
accept. The first two shows were
realistic in presentation and style,
not requiring a great deal from the
audience in the way of willing
suspension of disbelief. Cox and
Box, however, demanded that the
audience suspend a more than
considerable hunk of disbelief. It
was a demand that the audience
could not fulfill.
It is questionable whether a
small, intimate, black-box type of
work-space is the proper theatrical
environment for a light, presentational musical in the first place.
But whether the work was appropriate or not, Cox and Box was
most definitely inappropriate to its
programmatic comrades, which
hurt the production's chances for
success even more. Cox and Box
needed a larger work space, a
larger audience, more in the way of
music; essentially the show belongs
in a program iptended to function
on a bigger, less intimate scale
where the audience is more
removed from the action and,
consequently, disbelief may be
suspended more easily. The
performers of Cox and Box were
energetic enough, the music
adequate, the direction clearly
crafted for the three-quarters
round audience, but the show was,
unfortunately, doomed from the
beginning.
The other two shows, however,
were undeniable successes. Lou
Gehrig Did Not Die of Cancer and
Winners were both supremely
appropriate to the intimicy of their
environment and the collective
psyche of the audiences. Lou
Gehrig involved the audience in a
man's acceptance of failure, the
acknowledgement by a proud man
of the fact that his dreams are just
that, dreams, and that he must

carry on with courage. In many
ways, it is a very Hemingwayesque
play, asserting that even with all
the effort and desire that one man
may muster, life cannot be
conquered, only endured with
bravery. Doug Logan played the
man, Victor Spinilli, brilliantly,
controlling the stage while conveying the unsophisticated sincerity that the character demands.
The cast of three characters
worked extremely closely onstage,
adding to the intimacy of the
situation and drawing the audience
deeply into what was happening
onstage. The play was above all
else devoutly believable and consequently, worthy of all the ap-

preciation and praise that it was fatalism of the play's effect.
John Thompson and Maggie
given.
Affelder
worked beautifully
Winners
presented
the
audience with a tremendously together, painting theatrically the
effective emotional study of two intensely emotional portrait of
young people and the problems their young characters, so enerthey face in trying to deal with the getic and alive, while the audience
limits placed on their lives by their is constantly reminded of the
upbringings and surroundings. The characters' premature deaths. The
was smoothly
play is beautifully written but producation
professional,
drawing
in its
extremely demanding in terms of
tightness in dialogue and audience and taking it through a
miticulousness of characterization. cathartic wringer that left the
Contrasting the narrators with the observers drained. It succeeded in
characters can be a real problem in one of the primary objectives of
the play if not handled properly, any theatrical production, that of
but this production framed the making what happens onstage
stage with the narrators and used important to the audience. For
them to accentuate the ironic that, Winners deserves to be applauded again and again.

Connecticut Writers Conference

The Connecticut Writers one book a year, during which time
League will sponsor its fourth MacKellar also works as a real
annual Writers Conference on estate agent He says he would not
Saturday, May 6, from 8:30 a.m. to dream of getting into adult writing.
4:30 p.m., at the Hartford College "So many kids don't get into books,
for Woman, 30 Elizabeth Street, they watch the tube," laments
Hartford.
MacKeliar. He speaks at
The conference is open to the elementary schools when he can to
public and pre-registration is heighten their interest.
advised. There is a $10 fee which
He writes entirely in longhand
covers your choice of two and his wife, Helen, does the
workshops, lunch, special event of typing. His books have won special
the day and the closing wine and recommendation
from
the
cheese gathering.
prestigious Library Journal and he
The morning and afternoon is proudest of his book Wee
workshops will cover the novel, Joseph, which won the Child Study
tips for the beginning writer, Association Citation in 1957 and is
poetry, playwriting, investigative one of several which have been
reporting, juvenile book writing, published abroad. Commonweal
non-fiction and the magazine called it "a book for all ages and
market. The two key "speakers will well deserving to become a
be children's book author William classic,"
Minot, an English professor at
MacKellar ol West Hartford and
short story and college textbook Trinity College, has published
author Stephen Minot of Simsbury.
MacKellar has written and
published 23 books. His latest, The
Witch of Glen Gowrie, just came
out this April. It works out to about

For
Call when you
Delicious
leave - it will
Pizza and Hot
he ready upon
Oven Grinders
arrrival
Now serving Pastrami
Cappicola&Veal CutletGrinders

Puppets

Puppets Plus, an Evening in the
World of Animated Sculpture, will
be presented in Goodwin Theatre
tonight only at 8:15 p.m. Thirty-one
puppets will greet you, ranging
from Dreadlocks, the only
Rastafarian puppet believed to be
in existance, to Lola, the world's
sexiest puppet. The show is made
up of a variety of acts; unusuaily
funny or not.,.unusual! The show is
rumored to be rated R, and admission is free.

more than 20 short stories in such
publications as Atlantic Monthly,
Kenyon Review,
Redbook,
Playboy, Harpers and The
Southern Review. His textbook
Three Genres, The Writing of
Poetry, Fiction and Dramas, is
widely used and his newest work, a
novel entitled Ghost Images, is
scheduled for publication in 1979
by Harper and Row.
He won the "Atlantic First"
award from the Atlantic Monthly
in 1962 and his stories were
selected for O. Henry Prize Stories
in 1971 and 1977 and for The Best
American Short Stories in 1974,
1976 and 1977.
For registration and program
forms, write to the Connecticut
Writers League, P.O. Box 78,
Farmington, CT. 06032. Gene
Belisle of Hartford is conference
chairman for the fourth year and
you may call him at 523-5540.

Jazz

The New Arts Trio: piano,
trumpet, bass, and drums
(classic combination); Coltrane,
Porter, Ellington, Monk and
Gershwin, plus original concoctions of their own tonal cuisine
(Tongue in ear-^(blindly writhing); Robert Silverman, Kurt
Krahnke, and David Zox (one a
Trinity Drop-Out, now a Trinity
Drop-In) play, courtesy of the
Folk Society and your own
wailing impulses, Sunday, May
7th, 1978, planet Earth, Hartford, Ct., Garmany Hall—-9:00
pm sharp (clock-time).

Offbeat Records
at unbelievable prices!!!
Some used, most new, all terrific
Cledus Maggard

PIZZA

"Rod Card"

Eddie Kendricks

"The Hit Man"

Heartsfield

"Foolish Pleasure;-," Bobbie Gentry

"Local Centry"

Tim Dynamic Superiors

"Pura Pleasure"

Creative Source

"Pass the Feolin' On

The Hue kin gharna

"Portraits"

Thundertnug

"TA-DAA.:: 11

Lovecrafc

"We Love You
Whoever You Ate"

The Statler Bros,

"Harold, Leu,
Phil, £ Dan

Undisputed Truth-

"Higher than High' '

C. V. McCall

"Rases for Mama"

Gary Burton Quintet

"Dreams so Real"

Randall Bramblett

"Light of the Night"

Creative Source

"Conaider the Soui:ce"Pat Metheny

Graham Parker

"Howlin wind"

247-0234

Richard Staron
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

Chanter Sister?

"Ode to my Lady"

"Bright Site Life"
"First Flight"

Kike Greene

"Midnight Milage"

Harms* aaith

"It's

"Pure PlBasuee"

Ruah

"All Chit World's
a Stn R e"

Gabbr Ssabo

"Might Flight"

Graham Parker

"Heat Treatment"

Van Dor Ctaaf Generator

" S U U Lifo"

"Farthet Alone"

Spirit
Fatbaclt Barid1 •'

Phone

Willie Hutch

.•'"',:•

ItQuscou Pacsoh '••-. - •

"Higfic Payer"

Bobbie Centry and Gltsn Cam pbell

,

For You"

Untitlad

Alvin Crow and the Plea&an t Valley BoyB

Un'titled

Contact Bex 718 or Call 524-5052 Today
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Summerstage

Special Theatre Events
Summerstage, the eight-week
summer arts festival at Trinity
College, has announced the
ramainder of its performing arts
season to take place at the Austin
Arts Center June 21 through
August 12.
Award-winning actress Paulene
Myers will perform her one-woman
show, "Mama," July 5 through,
July 8. Comprised of a series of
vignettes, "Mama" focuses on the
characterizations of six women.
During the course of the evening
Myers portrays her mother, herself
as a child, a punch-drunk ghetto
mother, an aristocrat emerging
from economic and social isolation
to work in "the movement," a lively
snuff-dipping farm women, Aunt
Rachel of Mark Twain's "A True
Story," and finally Sojourner
, Truth, the legendary abolitionist
and suffragette.
Ms. Myers is familiar to
television viewers for roles performed in "Days of Our Lives,"
"Executive Suite," "All in the
Family," "The Jeffersons," and
most recently, "The Waltons' and
"Good Times." She has been seen
in such films as "The Lady Sings
the Blues," "The New Centurions"
and "The Sting." Currently Ms.
Myers is touring her one-woman
shows, "The World of My
America," for which she won the
Los Angeles Drama Critic's Award,
and "Mama" which was broadcast
on KNBC-TV in Los Angeles and
received two Emmy nominations as '
well as the Iris award. '-.
The second " special •• theatre
event is an evening with the
Humphrey Bogart look-alike.,
Robert Sacchi. Scheduled July 26
through July 29, "Bogey's Back"
offers a Jook at the charismatic film
star through the re-creation of
memorable scenes from such
movies as "Casablanca," "The
Maltese Falcon," "The Caine
Mutiny" and "Knock on any
Door." Sacchi has also added an
imagined commentary of what
Bogart's reactions to the '70's
might have been.
"Bogey's Back" has been seen
by audiences in major theatres and
colleges across the country and
plans are in the making to open the
show on Broadway early next
season. Much of the show's script
was written by Sacchi who appeared as Bogart in the original
Broadway production of "Play It
Again Sam" with Woody Allen.
Sacchi has played several roles in
feature films including "Pulp,"
"The Evil Eye." " Across 110th
Street" and "Sshhh...Surprise
Package" in which he co-starred
with Rita Moreno. On television,
• Sacchi has been seen in "Kojak"
and "McCloud" as well as in
numerous commercials for Ford '
and Busch Gardens.

The Summerstage children's
theatre series, with performances
Monday mornings and afternoons,
features three professional New
York productions. "The Real
Stories of Little Red Riding Hood
and the Three Pigs" will be seen
July 17. Produced by Gingerbread
Players and Jack, the show is billed
as a tribute to the wolf. With book
and lyrics by Peter Del Valle and
original music by Steve Sterner,
these familiar stories take on a
different character as the wolf
plays the protagonist.
On July 24, children will be
treated to the world of magic and
mime in Periwinkle Productions'
"As Eye See It" with Jack Hill. Hill
studied with the celebrated Marcel
Marceau and worked as a member
of Marceau's company. After
performing as a street mime in
Paris, Hill joined Argentina's
foremost mime Graciela Binaghi to
form the Mask and Mime Theatre
which has toured the United States
and South America for over six
years.
The final children's theatre
show, August 7, is the Pickwick
Puppet Theatre's production of
"Buffalo Bill's Rodeo." The show is
performed by both hand and rod
puppets on a 20-food-wide puppet
stage. The first part of the show,
"Porcupine Tales," is based on two
California Indian tales adapted by
Eric Bass and narrated by the wellknown character, Buffalo Bill. The
second a,ct is "Buffalo-Bill's Rodeo"
adapted from a story by Larry

Berthelson and Penny Jones and
performed to the music of Aaron
Copland's "Rodeo" ballet suite.
The Summerstage music series
will consist of four intimate Sunday
afternoon paiiormances. Classical
pianist William Rothstein will
begin the series June 25. A
graduate student and teaching
assistant at Yale, Rothstein was a
Tanglewood Fellow and has
performed as a piano soloist with
the New England Conservatory
Orchestra and the Milwaukee
Symphony.
On July 16, the music series will
host Mark Davis on classical guitar
and Marilynn Mair on mandolin,
the duo, based in Providence, has
performed with the Deutsches
Zupforkester in Germany and the
Providence Mandolin Orchestra.
Raintree, the four piece
country and bluegrass band from
Amherst, will take the stage July
23. The group, that has appeared at
several New England
music
festivals, plays mountain ballads,
bluegrass harmonies, country and
swing tunes as well as original
songs.
Spiral, a jazz percussion ensemble, will conclude the music
series August 6. The locally based
group performs original jazz
compositions using musical instruments known as Baschet Sound
Sculptures.
For ticket information, contact
the Summerstage box office at
Trinity College, 525-1471.

Trinity Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE
Happy Hour

11-4 P.M.

217 New Britain Ave.
WHAT HAVE YOU DONE
</'. TO YOUR ROOM?
The Public Relations Office
would like to do a photo feature on "unusual dorm
rooms." If you have a loft in your room, or you've fixed
up your abode in some interesting /artistic/bizarre way
(e.g. wall hangings or lots of plants), please call Kathv
Frederick, ext. 217 or 370.

Trinity College Students and Faculty
1 0 % OFF aSS eyewear
PROFESSIONAL OPTICAL CENTER OFFERS
• One Year Replacement Guarantee,
against breakage of lenses or frames
® Never A Charge For Adjustments
• Conveniently Located Across From Hartford Hospital
• Free Parking

Drama
"The Wild Duck" by Ibsen at the Yale Repertory Theatre Through
May 13. Info: (203)436-1600.
"Puppets Plus, an Evening in the World of Animated Sculpture"
presented in Goodwin Theatre, AAC. May 2,8:15, Free admission.
Connecticut playwright Richard Ploetz presents one act plays
exploring man/woman relationships. RAW. May 5 at 8:30.
"Holiday" a Philip Barry comedy. Hartford Stage Company,
Huntington Theatre. Through May 7. Info: 527-5151.

Exhibits
Exhibits by David Salle, Hohn Turturro, Don Talley at RAW May
1-14.

Rembrandt Etchings at the Wadsworth Atheneum through May 21,
"Designing for the Theatre" an exhibition of stage designer work,
Creative Arts Workshop, 80 Audubon Street, New Haven through
May 14.
'"Vampyr/'byCarlTheodor
Dreyer (1931) at RAW, 7:00.
Admission: $2.00

Literature
Annual Writers Conference sponsored by Connecticut Writers
League. Workships open to the public. Hartford College for
Women, May 6 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. For pre-registration, call
523-5540, or write Connecticut Writers League, P.O. Box 78,
Farmington, Conn.

Music
Summer jazz workshop given by members of "Jazz Clarion,"
Hartford Conservatory, June 19-July 28 on Tues. and Thurs.
Applications must be received by May 15. Info: Registrar Hartford
Conservatory, 834 Asylum Ave. Hartford.
Eastern Brass Quintet performs at Immanual Congregational
Church. May 7 at 4:00 p.m.
Duke Ellington Spring Music Festival. Alumni Stadium at UMass,
Amherst. May 6 at 10:00 a.m. Tickets: $7.00
Hartford Symphony Orchestra presents a Mozart Festival. Bushnell
Memorial at May 5,6 at 8:15. Info: Bushnell Box Office, 246-6807.
Loretta Lynn and Conway Twitty in concert at the Bushnell. May 7
at 7:30. Info: 246-6807.
Dave Brubeck and his New Brubeck Quartet. EnwnMiie'..
Synagogue. May 7 at 7:30. General admission: $7.50. Reserved'.
$12.50. Info: (203)233-1418.

Michael Kelly Blanchard. Washington Room, MCC. May 6 at 8:00,
Tickets available in MCC during dinner.
Pure Prairie League and Pousette-Dart Band in concert. Ferris Gym
on May 5 at 8:00. Tickets: $5.00 on sale in MCC.

The Piiifinfare
for youths.
One of the first things
young Puffins learn to do
is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April 1,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
orperson)froml2
thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Return tickets are
good fora full
year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book
anytime.

But there's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
You'll geta
great dinner and
excellent service
• on your trip. And
:• Icelandic will
• set you down
, right in the middle of the Euro,
pean Continent,
where you'll be
just hours away by
train from Europe s
' most famous
landmarks.
So take a travel
tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.
Learn toflyIcelandic
See your travel
agent Or write
Dept #352,
Icelandic Airlines,
P O . Box 105,
WestHempstead,
N Y. 11552. Call
800-555-1212 for
tol freenum
'-

$345

VISA — BANKAMERICARD
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9 AM-6PM SAT. 9 AM-NOON

TELEPHONE: 247-7721
100 Retreat Avenue
tfartfqrd, Connecticut 06106

Dance
Beverly Brown Dancensemble performs in Goodwin Theatre AAC
May 6 at 8:15. Master class taught at 11:00 a.m. Tickets f
performance are $2.50 for students, tickets for master cla
S
participants are $3.00, $1.50 for observers.

Roundtrip 14-45 day A PEX fare from N.Y.*

$400
Icelandic to Europe
Roundtrip Youth Pare. Good thru age 23.

ROY LEE
MANAGER

.•„*-'-'-"•

t

Change Of Address
All students must change their
magazine or newspaper subscriptions for the summer. Any
issues that come to the Trinity Post
Office will not be held. Please make
arrangements as soon as possible
by filling out change of address
forms in the Trinity Post Office.

Book Sale
There will be a book sale in the
Library Lobby Tuesday, May 2
through May 4. A good selection of
clothbound and paperback books
will be offered. There will be a
concentration in religion and
general literature and a few incomplete back-files of periodicals.

Conn PIRG Internship
ConnPIRG has authorized a
variety of summer internships for
students. Pay will be based on a
rate of $50 per week for full-time

internships beginning June 1 and
lasting approximately 12 weeks.
Internships will focus on marijuana
decriminalization, food co-ops,
agricultural land preservation
consumer complaint counseling,
the Hartford Food System, consumer and environmental issues.
Interested students should call
ConnPIRG at 525-8312 for more
information and applications.

Summer Study
Students
contemplating
summer study for which they wish
transfer credit at Trinity College
should obtain the "Application for
Credit for Work in Other Colleges
or Programs" from either the Office
of Educational Services & Records
or the Registrar's Office.

Travelling
Fellowships
Rising seniors (those who will
finish their degree requirements in

December of 1978 or May of 1979)
are eligible to apply during September of 1978 in the Watson
Fellowship competition. More
information is available in the
Office of Educational Services and
Records.

Repertory and Performance Class,
as well as one by the Advanced
Improv. Class.

Shooting Competition

Correction
CORRECTION - The last entry
under "Multiple'section courses
with common examinations" on the
Schedule of Undergraduate Final
Examinations for Fall Semester
1978, is incorrect. Thte correct
entry should be: Math 221, all
sections;
12/ 18 3 p.m.;
Washington Room.

Dance Concert
The Student Dance Concert
will be held in the Goodwin
Theater, Austin Arts Center, on
Wednesday, May 10, 1978 at 8:15
p.m. It will be short and informal.
Pieces will be danced by the

Anyone interested in shooting
(rifle, pistol, or shotgun) in
competition or for fun, contact Jim
Cropsey, Box 76 or call 246-6388.

SoSar Energy Seminar
As its activity during the week
of Sun Day, the Solar Energy
Association of Connecticut is
organizing a seminar and field trip
at the solar installation at the City
Savings Bank on 211 South Main
Street, Middletown on Sunday,
May 7, 1978 between 2 and 4 p.m.
The seminar will be presented
by Ralph Shaw, President of the
Bank, Jack Gilford, engineer and
Tony Marino whose firm installed
the solar system.
Advance reservations are nec-

essary, because of the limited
space. Please call K. Roman (6499122) or Tony Osiecki (237-5337)
or T. Werkhoven (649-6492), or
write to the Association at P.O. Box
541, Hartford, Ct. 06101.

Summer Work
Any students planning to be in
Hartford for the summer and interested in working at Mather
Campus Center, please notify the
office of Student Services third
week.

Bantam Boats Sweep Wesleyan, Conn. College
by Steven W. Uoyd
On Saturday, April 29, the
crews from Trinity traveled south
on the Connecticut River to take
on Connecticut College and host
Wesleyan in Middletown. Both the

current and north wind were just as
strong in Middletown as in Hartford, but this week they would
work to the advantage of the
oarsmen, as the course was set to
go downstream. This promised
relief from the seven-plus minute

Golfers Now 7-6
In the past two weeks, Ted
Coia's Bantam Golfers brought
their record up to a respectable 7-6
with wins over Springfield,
Amherst, and Kings Point, and
disappointing losses to Central
Connecticut, Williams, Wesleyan,
and Colgate.
The Bantams beat Amherst this
past Thursday in an exciting match
which was decided for the third
time this season by one shot, 400 to
401. Co-Captain John Flynn and
freshman standout, John OConnell
shot solid 78's to lead the Bantams
to victory. Co-Captain Bill Dodge
and sophomore Rob Golding shot
80's to close out the Trinity scoring.
This was a big win for the Bantams
as Ameherst was coming off an
impressive victory at the New
England Collegiate Golf Championship.
On Saturday the Bantams
traveled to New London to face an
always difficult Coast Guard squad
and Kings Point of New York. The

Bantams lost to the Cadets and
beat Kings Point. The highlight of
the afternoon was sophomore Rob
Golding's 5 over par 76, to take the
medalist honors. Also, junior Ted
Almy turned in a respectable 80 to
lead the Bantam triumph over
Kings Point.
The Bantams participated in
the Connecticut State Championship yesterday, and will travel
to Pleasant Valley on Thursday to
meet MIT and Assumption.

college sport shop
Tretorn Tennis Shoes
List $24.00, Special $19.95
Bancroft Tennis Rackets
Bjorn Borg and Billie Jean King
• ; ; V: Autograph
Custom Strung with Best Nylon
List $38:50, Special $27.50

races that the crews had had the
previous weeks.
Trinity proved to be rather rude
guests at Wesleyan, not allowing
their hosts, nor anyone else for that
matter, to win a single race. Most
of the races were decided at the
start. In the Freshman lightweight,
JV light and heavyweight, and
Varsity lightweight events, the
Trinity eights moved -out on the
very first stroke and then settled to
let their superior conditioning wear
down their opponents from
Wesleyan and Conn. Each of these
boats won their races easily.
But once again in the Varsity

heavyweight race, it was a different
story. Although the Bantams took
an early lead, and at one point led
by almost a length, they were
unable to break the Wesleyan boat.
At about the 1000 meter mark,
Wesleyan took their stroke up a
couple of beats, and moved back
on Trinity. Trinity responded by
taking an early sprint which kept
the two boats rowing head to head.
Both boats jockeyed for the lead
for the remainder of the race, but it
was Trinity who pulled it out in the
last two strokes to win \>y less than
a second.
The most confusing race of the

CAMPUS
PIZZA

Eat in or Take out

Pizza

247-9905
112 New Britain Ave.

PREPARE'FOR:

MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GM AT
GRE OCAT VAT SAT
NMBI.ll.lll ECFMG FLEXVQE

day was rowed by the Freshman
heavyweight four with coxswain.
About 600 meters into the race, as
the Trinity boat was starting to
move on its opponents the four
from Conn. College veered over
into Trinity's lane causing pandemonium. The race was then
stopped by the referee,,and Conn.,
was disqualified. The restart took
place at the- 600 meter mark, but
this loss of distance had no ill effect
on the Trinity boat, as they rowed
on to win this last event of the day
by over a boatlength - to finish the
Trinity sweep.

Tel.: 246-3663

Hot Oven
Grinders
Spaghetti

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS « NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

Greek Salad

There IS a differ erne!!!
Complete tape facilities for review and supplemental purposes
For Information Please Call;

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, Ct.

tt5fe/ttJ00UR
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Come Visit Oar Center
Outside N.Y, State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Centers in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

1258 Broad Street
(Between Vernon St
and Allen PI.)

More Sports
Trinity Splits Twin Bill With Wesley an In 1-2 Week
by Nick Noble
It was a long time in coming,
but it finally arrived. After
dropping a couple of close ones to
Wesleyan early last season, and
after literally being blown out of
the Middletown park in the most
recent duet of diamond duels with
the Cardinals (losing 22-7 in the
final meeting of 1977 and falling 200 in this year's premier clash) the
Bantams got their revenge.
Highlighting an otherwise typically
mediocre week, Trinity edged their
red rivals 2-1 behind the awesome
pitching of veteran Bill Lynch in
the first game of a twin bill this past
Saturday. The novelty having gone
out of victory, the Bantams
dropped the nightcap 9-2. Earlier in
the week WPI had taken Trin to
the tune of 9-5.
The WPI game began as a
pitchers' duel. Lynch took the
mound for the Bantams, coming off
a strong win over-the Jumbos of
Tufts. He and the Engineer hurler
pitched shutout ball for four innings, but then the dam broke. A
succession of not-so-timely Trinity
errors, and the deafening lack of
any sort of timely Trinity hits began
to cast a pall over the event.
Captain Rob Claflin came in late in
the game and lined a run scoring
double to touch off a mild Bantam
rally, but it was too late.
The entire Cardinal team (yes,
fans, the Admiral as well) made the
short jaunt to happy Hartford to
take on the Baseball Bants on the
eastern s\ope '<"of Summitt Hill.

Lynch started out strong, retiring gunned a beautiful throw to Lennie
the first, second, and fourth batters Lortie, to nail the runner at the hot
he faced. Sandwiched between the corner 2-8-5.
In the ifnal frame Lynch tired
ultimate and penultimate outs was
a long, impressively misjudged -and Wesleyan began to get tough.
Kevin Rose triple that was all for With two outs Rose tripled (again)
nought, as the poor young star was and this time was allowed to score
left stranded at third. Trinity on a single by Miceli. But Lynch
started off sharply but sloppily. Al was almost out of that inning, as
Waugh tripled to right, but was Bob Almquist made a running,
caught off base when Roger leaping, diving stab for a foul ball
Moreau knocked one back to the that bounced in and out of his
mound for a fielder's choice. Bob outstretched glove. Almquist did
Almquist then doubled Moreau make the final out, a pop-up to the
home. Jim Smith lifted a neat single left side of the infield, and the
to left, but Almquist was held at game was Trinity's 2-1.
third. The amazingly deceptive
In the second contest Reggie
(almost balk-like) motion of Spencer responded to the fans in
Coolen, the Cardinal moundsman, the crowd by pitching three strong
surprised Jimmy Smith off the bag. innings (aided by a neat doubleBut the heads up play of the play in the first). Then his old
Wesleyan first baseman allowed enemy, the base-on-balls, began to
Almquist to make the tally while plague him, and he left after giving
confusion reigned between first up four earned runs in the fourth.
and second. Smitty was out in the Tom Harbeck came on and did a
run-down. Joe LoRusso ended the good job for a while, but tired in
inning by easing a short fly into the the sixth, and was relieved by Mike
Centerfielder's glove, but those two Goss. On Goss' third pitch Len
runs were all the Bantams would Lortie made an unassisted twinneed.
killing look easy, but the game was
Lynch scattered five hits over essentially over by then. A comthe first six frames to totally • pound of Trinity errors again gave
dominate the Cardinal bats* There Wesleyan the means and the
were occassional threats. In the opportunity, and they had nine
fourth Miceli, the Wesleyan DH, runs and the win.
singled and took off to steal
The Bantam tallies both came
second. Bill Irvine's throw skipped because of Cardinal hurler Andy
through to centerfield, so Miceli Marut's wildness, and an error by
lowered his head and legged it out Binswanger, the Middletown third
for third. Trin centerfielder Al sacker. But Marut, who had
Waugh hustled in, made a neat shutout the Bantams previously on
pvck-up of the jolting sphere, and his home field, settled down to get

BUI Lynch challenges a WPI batter.
the victory. Pinch-hitter Mike a couple of others. Jim Smith
Ouellette singled in the seventh to upped his team-leading batting
begin a Trin rally, but a smooth average to .342, but was held RBI
Wesleyan double-death dealt the less for the week.
final hand for the Bantam bats.
The final home game of the
Bob Almquist had a superb day season is on Tuesday vs.
in the field, making some really Springfield at 3:00.
clutch plays, and narrowly missing

Women's Softball Takes One, Drops Three

The week was a rough one for
the Women's Softball Team. They
went from down-succumbing to a
strong team from Smith-to u p -

easily beating
Northwestern
Community College-and back to
way down as they were clobbered
at both ends of a double header by

Debbie Davis strides to meet the ball.
photo by Carol McKenzie

Eastern Conn. State College.
fielder's choice play off the bat of
The Smith game was played on Lorraine DeLabry. A big hit came
home turf Tuesday afternoon. The in the bottom of the seventh when
Bants lost 6-1, but it was the closest Debbie Davis knocked a centhey have come to errorless ball so terfield triple. Unfortunately, there
far. In the first inning, the Smithies she stood as the rest of the side
jumped right on the pitching of
went down in desperation. Smith
Denise Jones, easily scoring two
had scored two more earned runs
runs. The Bantams then came to
and won the game with a score of 6the plate, but went down in neat
•l.The Lady Nine played a fine
one-two-three fashion. After a fine
• game in a losing effort. There was
fielding effort, Trinity began to put
comfort in the lack of errors.
baserunners on the diamond.
Thursday Trinity traveled to
Trinity centerfielder Debbie Davis
hit a single with one out, but was Northwestern Community College
left on as the next two batters went to battle with a team of "Big
down swinging. In the. bottom of Irenes." The good guys started off
the third Ellen Grossman singled, at the plate in amazing fashion.
then trotted to second on a Cathy Four runs scored off a Lorraine
Anderson sacrifice bunt. However, DeLabry walk, a Carol McKenzie
all the hard work was in vain as the single, a Denise Jones triple, and a
next three batters went down in Debbie Davis homer. The Northwestern bats came alive and
order.
errors began to plague the Bants.
Trinity did not score until the
The bad guys scored one in the
sixth inning When C athy Anderson
second and five in the third.
singeed and was hit home on a
Trinity, a little nervous after the
Northwestern explosdion, came
back and scored six in the top of
the fourth off of the bats of Paula
Baker, Lorraine DeLabry, Carol
each tallied twice more to make
McKenzie, Denise Jones, and
the score 10-8 Trin.
Margie
Woodbridge. Things
On Saturday morning, Trinity
continued in this way for the rest of
defeated Williams College 10-8 to
the innings. At the end of the game
win the tourney and up their Spring
Trinity had won 17-13 behind the
record to 4-2. In the first half, each
key hitting of Sarah Parran, Cathy
team played even but Trin was able
Anderson and Lorraine DeLabry.
to pour it on in the second half to
Lorraine went three for three on
march to a victory. Goss in goal
the day.
was stellar despite his spirited
condition. Wobst anchored the
The Lady softballers started off
defense with the help of Houk.
their spring weekend on a sour
Reilly led the Trin scoring with
note. They lost to an incredibly
four goals and one assist, followed
powerful Eastern Conn. College
by Calgi with two goals and four
29-5 and 12-5 Saturday afternoon in
assists, Meyer and MacDonald also
an away double header. Their
hit for two markers each.
pitching was superb, their hitting
was good, and their fielding was
Trinity will host UConn and
consistently fine. Trinity, after not
Tufts University either Friday or
scoring in the first inning of the
Sat. nite. Signs will be posted. Be
there; •Alohav
jfjr.st ,game, held.them to just, ten

Waterpolo:6 plus lcTournament Victory
Trinity Water Polo ventured to
Williamstown last weekend to take
part in the annual Williams College
Spring Tourney. Trinity beat RPI
10-8 and Williams College 10-8 to
win the tournament. However, it
must be known that Trin participated in the tourney with only
seven players, meaning no substitutions at all, and that one of the
players had never played in his life
but came up so Trinity could field a
team.
The past two times that Trin
and RPI have met this Spring, RPI
has managed to squeak out
victories. Trin was only hoping to
make the game respectable,
However, the Ducks came out in
gnj; ( pumppjl|>d

five quick goals past an astonished
R K goalie to take a commanding
lead
that they never relinquished.
Co-capt. Kent Reilly threw in two
oi his game high four goals in the
first quarter, followed by two more
by Scottie MacDonald, and a
singleton goal by Rob Meyer. Rig
Goss
> playing goalie for the first
time in his life, negated any attempts by RPI. Trin scored a goal
in the second quarter on a tally by
co-capt. Rob Calgi but RPI threw
in five to make the score 6-5 Trin.
Trin's defense dug in in the second
half and allowed RPI only three
goals.
Goss
performed
spectacularly in goal but the
defense of Franck Wobst, Tic
Houk, and Calgi completely stifled
the RPI attack; - Reilly -and- Meyer

runs in the bottom of the inning/The Bants scored in the trap
of the third due to the Eastern
pitcher's sudden desire to pd
runners on base via the walk
method. That was it for Trinity. At
the end of the seventh inning it was
Eastern 29-5.
The second game was a little
more"fun." Eastern sported a
whole new team with just about the
same talent as the old team. The
new pitcher threw the same smoke,
but the Bants were used to it this
time, and even began to connect
with the ball. The Trinity scoring
attack was launched by Cathy
Anderson, shortstop Debbie Davis,
and Lisa Bourget. Two runs scored
as a result of a fielding error on »
ground ball off the bat of Saran
Parran. Another two runs wfre
scored in the fifth on a Lorraine
DeLabry single. Eastern scored
four more in the botton of »e
sixth. Debbie Davis finished the top
of the seventh off for the Bants
with an undramatic homerun for»
certain 5'8" basketball player. U>
was coach Sue McCarthy's tern?
tation for just a little hit). So tn ^
game ended up on the wrong sio
of the bed for Trinity as Eastern,
won 12-5.
. .
All in all, it wasn't really a w»
week for the softballers. They <"°
give the Ladies a little more ex
for
perience, and a chance
what
everyone to play, wich is
Softball is all about.

WRTC TRIUMPHANT
The talented softballers
WRTC radio defeated
team
19-14 last Sunday. This
leaves the WRTC Inter-Airwave
record at 1-0.

<•*!«,.
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More Sports
Trinity Track Excels In .500 Week
by Alex Magoun
It wasn't supposed to go like
this. Trinity had beaten Wesleyan
in the NESCAC meet by a large
margin, but the Cardinals turned
the tables last Tuesday, soundly
whipping the Bantams, 87-67.

Wesleyan's points came directly
from the track, where they piled up
nine firsts and 64 points to Trinity's
18, nullifying the Blue and Gold's
49-23 lead in the field events. Jeff
Mather was the double victor in the
discus and hammer, while Bob Pers

r
Captain Moose Ponlta about to unleash die discos.

blossomed in the javelin to take
first away from Chip McKeehan.
Rich Wang, Pat Hallisey, and Brett
Maclnnes were the other Trinity
winners, in the high hurdles, pole
vault, and high jump The less
written about this meet, which also
suffered from poor officiating, the
better.
Hosting Eastern Connecticut
last Saturday was just what the
coach ordered, as the Bantams
took out their frustrations on the
hapless Statemen, to the tunes of
Fotomaker and Robert Gordon,
113-41.
Chip McKeehan highlighted
the sunny meet by finally junking
Robert Hunter's 1952 javelin
record with a throw of 189T\
exceeding the oldest Trinity mark
by six inches. Bob Fers was not far
behind with a 183'8" effort. Unfortunately, EConn's Wilson sent
his spear 198'4", narrowly missing
national qualification, to give the
freshman second.
David "Almost" Poulin whirled
the hammer 150'l", 18'6" farther
than any of his marks this year. He
also put the shot a season best of
44'10'/«", and finished second in
the discus, eleven inches behind
Jeff Mathew, who whizzed the
weighty frisbee 150'2". As usual,
Mather complemented Poulin with
seconds in the shot and hammer.
Alex Magoun dropped 17
seconds in four days to easily take
first in the three mile, running a
lessee Field record of 15:04. John
Sandman placed second in the
longest event, having run a personal best of 4:36 for second in the
mile.
••Dave Beiga won a shorter
double, leading the 100 and 220 in
10.5 and 23.8. The oft-belittled Uko

Udodong, sprinting in the J.V.
heat, had the best time, however,
scorching a 23.6.
Ever-present Brett Maclnnes
easily won the high jump, led the
triple jumpers and also ran a
personal best of 15.8 in the high
hurdles, .1 second behind winner
Rich Wang.
Bob Keyes and Peter Hoops
easily went one-two in the quarter,
while 880 men Dan Howe and Alex
Sherwood ran personal bests of
1:59.9 and 2:01.5 while doing
likewise.
And so, having gone one and
one for the week, and 7-6 for the
season, the tried and true Bantams
reach the end of the track Wednesday against the energetic
engineers of W.P.I, at Jessee Field.
The team appreciated the enthusiasm of the track fans who
appeared Saturday, and hope to
enjoy greater numbers tomorrow.

The hammer and long jump lead
off the field events at 3:00, and the
440 relay initiates track action at
4:00. See you there!
Finish lines: Mr. Frank Marchese has rebutted a comment
about the lack of raincoats at the
Williams meet. He points out that
competitors have to come to him
for equipment, not vice versa, and
that he lacks triple-extra-large
raincoats for economy-size
athletes...The Whoopie meet is the
last for seniors Brett Maclnnes,
David Poulin, Harvey Bumpers,
Rich Wang, Danny Howe, Walter
Champion and Vin Bilello. Many
of them have set records in this
season or last, and deserve to be
applauded and congratulated for
their contributions and leadership
during the season.

Pole vaulter Eric Lewis goes up and over.
photo by Peter Wilson.

Women's Lacrosse Takes Off On Unbeaten Skein
The Trinity Women's Lacrosse ' dominated by Porters. Trinity
team have finally collected passing and general play was not
themselves and gotten their anywhere close to the usual, and
winning shoes on again. Since the the defense was somewhat
Yale game, there hasn't been one disorganized. Porters lead 5-3 at
loss to plague the teams. It's been the half.
absolutely delightful!
After a much needed 'pep' talk
Tuesday brought the Smithies by Coach Sheppard, Trin rolled
to Trin for two games. The Varsity onto the field ready to play some
played first and did an excellent catch-up lacrosse. The next 5
job. Anticipating a tough team, the minutes saw Trinity not only catchBantams were ready for anything, up, but take the lead< Passing was
with their accurate and effective right on target, and the attack took
passes and cuts. The defensive advantage of this dominant
qunitet of Mantcastle, Witbeck, position. The defense began to
Brown, Parker, and Dwight held up work together, falling into a zone
an awesome zone. With Madaras in regularly but keeping their
the cage and the help of Baby aggressive momentum, and always
Beans, the Smithies were hard- looking for the interception. With a
pressed to score. It was an ex- one point lead still in sight, cover
cellent day for Trinity, with the point Mimi Rosenbrough fielded a
final score 14-2. Goals for Trin shot on goal with her forehead and
were made by Henning 1, Poole 1, was forced to retire to the sidelines.
Ferguson 1, Eckles 2, Wurts 5, and Porters was able to pop a quick
a great showing by Bundy with 4 goal in shortly after, and the game
goals.
ended in a tie, 9-9. It was a slight
The J.V.'s came on the field disappointment to the J.V. but as
next, looking as good as usual. The several team members (and the
defense, finding they hadn't much Coach) quickly pointed out, a tie is
work, decided to get in on the not a loss, and the J.V. remains
scoring end of the game. Goals by undefeated.
Francie Plough and Mimi
Friday afternoon was the last
Rosebrough were two of the total home game for the women — a
11 for Trinity, the other goals game against Connecticut College.
coming from Jebb 3, Fell 3, Tucker And an excellent showing it wasl
1. and McNeely 1. The final of 11-2 The Trin team came on the field a
gives evidence to the undisputed little out of sorts, and for the first
ability and skill of the J.V., defense 10 minutes, the display was awful.
and offense alike.
Poor passes, missed catches and
On Thursday, the J.V. traveled more were all that both teams
to
Farmington for the contest with could produce. An injury for
Miss Porters. Miss Porters, Conn, afforded Trinity time for a
although a high school, has shown chat, however, and after that, the
a
consistently high level of skill, team calmed down and started
d the games there are usually playing the game that is their own.
t. Thursday was no exception. The second half'was just as good,
JTh'e first"half' of Ifie'game"was

and despite the very good Conn,
goalie and their zone defense, the
game ended in a 12-4 victory for
Trin. The Bantam defense was
once again ruthless, playing a tight
zone that wouldn't quit. An excellent game for goaUe_ Madaras
and exceptional hustle from wings
Parker, Dwight and Henning
brought the entire day to a lovely

close. Goals were scored by
Henning 1, Bundy 1, Poole 2,
Eckles 2, Dobbin 2, and Wurts 4.
This was the last home game for
Womens Lacrosse this year.
This was the last final appearance from senior players Tina
Poole, Amy Witbeck, Sue Eckles,
Liv Brown and Laura Montcastle.
The Trin teams will miss their

many talents next year.
There are two games left on the
schedule, Williams away on
Tuesday, and Amherst away On
Saturday. If anyone has the
traveling urge and no particular
destination in mind, come and
watching the rounding off of a
season for Ladies Lax.

Tennis Now 8-3, Look Tough At N.E.s
by Nick Noble
On a cold, cloudy April afternoon the Varsity Tennis team
cruised up to Williamstown to take
on the Purple Cows, and went
home that evening on the short end
of a 7-2 score.
In a hard fought match Eric
Matthews beat Dan CConnell to
secure Trinity's only singles
triumph. Matthews lost the first set
3-6, but bounded back to dominate
his opponent in the next two: 6-1, 62.
Drew Hastings' battle with
Eph-man Jim Parsons was a close,
tense contest. The Williams senior
took the first and third sets 4-6,2-6,
while the hardy Bantam managed
to dominate set number two 6-1.
All three doubles matches went
the distance. Tim Jenkins and
Andy Vermilye lost 6-3, 3-6, 2-6.
Matthews and Hastings took on
Williams Net-Men Allen Barnes
and Tad Roach in probably the
most exciting match of the day.
They won the first set 6-4, then lost
the tiebreaker in the second set.
The Trinity two rebounded with a
6-3 win in the third to secure the
Bantams' second triumph against
seven setbacks. Gary.'.Markoft,'

playing # 7, pulled out a victory
over Billy Whalen of Williamstown.
Trinity's JV recqueteers are
now 4-4 on the season. Jamie
Brown has come on strong for the
Baby Bants. The team beat
Westminster 8-1, and they all
looked in excellent form. In a close
match against Williams (Trin losing
4-5) the winners were Hoger Knight
and Kevin Hall for the singles, and
the # 1 and # 3 doubles teams of
Brown/ Knight
and
Steve
Slade/ Strick Woods.
The Trinity Tennis team came
in 6th out of 35 colleges participating in the New England
Intercollegiate Tennis Championships this past weekend at
Amherst.
Tim Jenkins defeated the
number one players from Amherst
and Dartmouth, before he lost to
Matt Doyle from Yale 6-7, 1^6, in
the semi-finals of the Division A
singles championships.

Hastings fought hard and well
to achieve the co-championship of
the B singles consolations.
Andy Vermilye lost in the third
round of the Division A singles. He
and Tim Jenkins battled to the
second round of the doubles before
being eliminated.
Kent Scrivener made it to the
quarter-finals of the Division C
singles championships. Charlie
Johnson lost in the semis of the
Division C consolations. Johnson
teamed with Gary Markhoff to
triumph in the Division C consolation doubles. URI, Army, and
Wesleyan remain for the Bantam
recqueteers on the season.

£
NEW JREC HOURS
g
BDue to circumstances beyond B
•the control of the Athletic H
•Department (the fact that no | |
^further Federal Work-Study | |
gfunding is available for 1978 to a
Bpay the additional workers) all H
Eric Matthews and Drew ®Rec Hours at Ferris Athletic ®
Hastings lost in the semi-finals of ^Center have been cut back. The •
the Division B doubles cham- gpew hours are: 6-9 pm, Mori.- 11
pionships, but defeated a Harvard ISThiirs., and 1-4 pm on Sat. and gg
B
dQuMes,team_en,route,,, . . ^ v > ®Sun.
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Sports
Rugby Upends UMass, Trounced In Tourney
It was a miracle of sorts as the
Trinity College Rugby Club rucked
and mauled its way to a 20-12 upset
victory over the University of
Massachusetts' "B" squad last
Wednesday on the opposition's
home pitch. Remembering last
year's romp by U-Mass, players on
both teams are still shaking their
heads.
John Lombardo, playing the
crucial stand-off position, sprinted
and dodged his way into the end
zone on two occasions, while Tom
Heffernan contributed eight more
points on a couple of body-

breaking runs. Dan Jacobs and Ben
Thompson each added two points
with conversion kicks.
The Trinity backs, led by
Lombardo, moved the ball swiftly
up the field and had few problems
containing their U-Mass counterparts. It was a different story,
however, in the scrum. Minus big
men Pat Heffernand Joe Delano,
Hooker Tom Miller and his "gang
of seven" lost numerous set scrums
and line-outs to the U-Mass "Pack,"
but were able to compensate with
some good pursuit and hard
tackling.

For those who are unfamiliar
with the game of rugby, there are
two basic formations: the scrum
and the line-out. A scrum is formed
by eight forwards of each side
bending forward, binding on one
another with their arms, and
pushing against the opposing eight
forwards who are also bound in
three rows. The ball is thrown into
the tunnel between the two front
rows, while members of each side
try to "heel" the ball back to their
scrum-half. He, in turn, pitches the
ball to the backs. On a line-out, the
same forwards line up perpendicular to the side-line and
attempt to gain control of the ball
when it is thrown in bounds by a
player from one of the teams.
Trinity's scrum consists of Tom
Miller as the hooker, Dutch
Barhydt and Chris Hatch as the
props, Dan Jacobs and Rich Leroux

in the second row, Tom Heffernan
and Joe Delano as the wing forwards, and Rob Petrus as the
number eight man.

counterparts even, if not better
Unfortunately the backs couldn't
match the scrum's superlative
effort as Central managed to gel
the ball wingward so quickly thai
they often had 3-on-l's or 3-on-2's,
The score mounted quickly to 24-01
at halftime as the Trin line never
got untracked.
In the second half Kim Bums
scored on an alert pick-up of a
Central missed pitch, but that was I
all the ruggers managed. Two late jj
scores by C C SC made the final 36- f
6.
'
||

On Sunday the Bantam ruggers
travelled to Wesleyan for the
Connecticut Invitational Rugby
Tournament. Eight teams participated in the single elimination
tourney, and it was Trinity's
misfortune to draw Central
Connecticut State in the first
round. A' big, physical team that
often stretches the rules of rugby,
i
Central had lost to the Hartford
This
coming
Sunday
the
Trinity
Wanderers "A" side by two points,
while Trinity had been beaten by Rugby Club has its first home
Hartford's "C" side by one last game, against the Cadets from
Coast Guard.
week.
At first the fired-up Trin scrum,
led by Tom Miller, Tom Heffernan,
and Joe Delano, held their CCSC

Winger Ben Thompson lets loose with a long kick.
photo by Mark Scheibner

Women's Track Running Strong
This past Saturday Trinity's
fledgling Women's Track Team (all
six of them) traveled to Central
Connecticut College to participate
in a meet with Central,-E<istern
Connecticut, and StonehiU
College. They came in a distance
behind Central, but several strides
ahead of the rest of the competition, and as this was their first
meet other than the NESCAC
invitational, their record stands at
2-1.
Mary Zackrison won the 440,
and Lanier Drew was the winner of

the 2 mile distance race. Anne
Montgomery won the high jump
competition
and
Nector
Babaeghian placed fifth in the
hurdles.
The relay team of Karin
Gaertner, Babaeghian, Montgomery, and Zackrison came in
second in an exciting race. The
phenomenal success enjoyed by
Trinity's Track-Women in their
rookie season, with so few numbers, is a heartening sign for the
future of Women's Sports at
Trinity.

The Blue and Gold scrum battles hard against the minions of UMass.
photo by Mark Scheibner

Lacrosse Runs Streak To Seven Then Falls To New Haven
by Nancy Lucas
The Varsity laxmen had a
successful week as they trounced
Holy Cross, 18-1, and Wesleyan,
18-5. The University of New Haven
stole one from the Bants on
Saturday, however, to end their 7
game winnning streak.
On Monday Peter LawsonJohnston made 20 saves to hold the
opposition to only one goal as
• Trinity thoroughly pummeled Holy
Cross, 18-1. The satisfying win was
highlighted by a run from midfield
around numerous dumbstruck
Crusaders by Mike Lansbury that
resulted in the defenseman's first
goal of the season.
Steve Feid once again led the
scoring with 5 goals and 3 assists.
Clint Brown, an established
playmaker, added 4 assists, while
Greg Carey notched two more
points on a goal and an assist. Steve
Popkin came off the bench to score
twice for the Bants.
Greg Madding played a superb
game at midfield, picking up a goal

and an assist in the process. Goals
were also tallied by midis Scott
Growney (2), Doug Bennett, Bob
Plumb (2), Tom McGdwan (also an
assist), John Rafferty, and Tom
Melly (his first of the season.)
Plumb, Madding, and Paul Votze
gave Trin constant control of the
ball as they won over twice as many
face-offs as Holy Cross.
Defensively, John Brigham,
Mike Lansbury, and Bill Miller
were unpenetratable, and Bob
Shaw and his cohorts on the mandown unit were successful (as
usual) in preventing Holy Cross
from having an advantage. All in
all, it was a good win for Trin.
On Wednesday, all of Hartford
was treated to a segment of
Trinity's decisive win over
Wesleyan as TV news cameras
were recording the action. Bob
Plumb got good coverage, doing
what he does best-winning faceoffs. The cameras also caught
Doug Bennett's second goal in two
games.

Trinity Wrestling Lives
SATURDAY, APRIL 29 - Trinity Sophomore Dave Brooks, wrestling
unattached, captured his first freestyle (Olympic-style) wrestling
championship in an invitational tournament held at Southern
Connecticut State. Brooks manhandled all three of his opponents to
win the 198 lb. crown. Chip Meyers, a Trinity senior and Captain of
last season's wrestling team, also wrestled unattached and made it
into the fourth round before being beaten,

Greg Carey had the upper hand
in the defeat, as he tallied four
goals and one assist. Steve Feid was
not far behind with 4 and 2, and
Clint Brown added 2 goals and 2
aassists. Feid scooped up ground
balls left and right to keep the
Bants always on the offensive.
Bob Plumb, in addition to being
a TV star, was one of the game's
stars, as his potent shot finally got'
through-3 times. Greg Madding
was also the aggressor, notching 3
more Trin goals. His linemate,
Scott Growney, did his part with 3
assists, and the third member of
that midfield line, Doug Bennett,
played an alertr game, coming up
with a goal and an assist. Yet the
most fun was probably had by Nick
Votze, for, after barreling through
and thoroughly upsetting the
hapless Cardinals, he picked up not
only his first goal of the season, but
also his second.
Lansbury, Brigham, and Miller,
the deadly trio, once again
devastated the Wesleyan attack.
Bob Shaw and Tom Cholnoky on
the man-down unit wase particularly effective.
That put Trin at 7 wins, 2 losses,
which enabled them to be ranked
12th in New England. But then
came Saturday and the UNH team,
team. Aided by some controversial
officiating and an outstanding
goaltender, UNH was the victim in
a 12-9 decision.
In the first half, the Bants were
disorganized. UNH got ahead, and

were never to lose that lead.
Although Trin threatened in the
last period, it just wasn't their day.
Clint Brown led the Bants in
scoring with three goals and one
assist. That one assist tied his own
assist record (23) for the season
with yet a game to go. The best part
of the aftenoon, however, were the
four points (2 goals, 2 assists)
tallied by Stever Feid, enabling him
to break a record set three years
ago (Greg Carey being one of the
tri-holders) for total season points
with 42. Carey also added a goal.
At midfield, Greg Madding was
the admiral, with 3 assists to his

credit. Doug Bennett notched
another one, and Scott Growney, a
third. Tom McGowan scored on a
great fire past the talented UNH
goalie's right side, assisted by Bob
Plumb.
The man-down unit played a
strong game as the contest was
riddled with penalties. L-J came
up with 26 saves, but it just wasn t
enough to put the Bants on topTuesday, Trinity hopes to
avenge that loss in their last game
of the season against Springfield, at
HOME, at 3:00. Come down and
see why they were rated 12th in
New England.

Co-Captain Steve Feid takes the ball against Wesleyan.
photo by John Leisenring

